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ABSTRACT 
s 
• 
. 
..... 
I 
The current trend within b11~inesses 'is toward s.hared · 
data· bases containing information which is accesse·d by many 
different applications. 
- . ------ " ___ .:____ .. . ---- .- - -- -· --- ·-·--· .... 
Because the shared data base must 
be a c6mprpmise between various user requirements, data 
• 
base design requires much thought. Currently, design of a 
data base is a. heuristic operation. Guidelines are n.eeded· 
to ·aid the data .base administrator in designing the optimum -
data base for·a11 applications. 
• - . 
The goal of this thesis is to identify pertinent ·,cri-· 
teria_for consideration in analyzing data base designs tor 
. . 
a specific measure of performance. This goal is ·met with a 
generalized procedure for analyzing GOBMS data base design 
. parameters. The procedure involves analysis of the effects 
on GDBMS performance of specified data base design par~eters 
through experimentation. The procedure employs·synth~tic 
. benchmarks to access data in an experimental data base 
through GDB!'r1S retrieval transactions. GDBfliS trans-actions 
. . 
. 
are monitored as they access data~for elapsed time and 
number of input/output ··operatipns per transaction. E:tapsed 
• 
. . ".--
time and number of inp\lt/output operations are the measures 
.t . ',·•·· . .. ........ ,-.. , 
. 
· of performance.· Conclusions drawn·from the results of 
. u 
. ., . 
statistical analysis of the performance data indicate 
! 
. . ...... , ... ) 
whether or not a. specific data base design parameter ·1s 
1 
• 
. . 
.......... ,,.. 
• 
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I.'·~, .. 
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" ' . . 
•·. 
• 
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• 
• 
•' I 
.,.,_ ....... - . 
. 
r-
·-· 
·" 
,,,, ..• 
•1', 
pertinent to efficient GDBMS performance. 
·• 
.. 
' . 
' 0 
A-specific example or the generalized procedure is 
des·or.ibed in· detail, in tllis thes·is, lntegratred Data M~n-
. . 
agement·system (IDMS) is the GDBMS studied. A data base,. 
. , 
which is.representat!ve or· a typical network data structure, 
..... --···--- -·-·--··-------· -·-------- -- ····"-----·--· - - · · - - ------·- -- ·-- -----· ---
is constructed. The_ data base is repeatedly a:ccessed with 
.IDMS retrieval transactions while performance data is col-
lected. The data base ·design parameters tha:t_:are evaluated 
, 
in the experiment are iocation mode and number of buffers. 
· Conclusions drawn.v0 from statistical analysis of the perform-
. . 
ance data reveal that location mode significantly affects 
Inr.1s performance with· respect to all retrieval transactions, 
but number of· buffers usually does not affect IDMS perform-
ance for the situation st~died, 
• 
• 
Suggestions for future study in the area of performance· 
l> . 
evaluation of data base designs are presented.. The results 
of the.exper.imenta~ion provide guidelines for data base 
designers. 
• 
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) CHAPTER 1 
. ' 
INTRODUCTION TO.GENERALIZED DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTD!S 
The current trend of the computer· industry is toward .. · 
Generalized Data· Base ·.Management Systems (GDBMS) to solve 
the· problems. of managing. large amounts_ ot ,-data.--· A general~ 
' ized data base management system i-s defined as "a system 
which has a common user interface to a set of general~zed 
' . . . . ~ 
file proces~ing capabilities which address a large struc-
tured data base" ·(2J). Three major functions ot a GDBMS 
.. 
are ·.tile creation, file maintenance, and.data retrieval. 
With a GDBMS,. many user application programs can access a 
. ' • 
shared data base.· The d~l purpose of t~t user interface 
is to symbolically· address the data and to invoke the gen-
. 
eralized processing capabilities. The common user interface 
provides users with generality and tlexibility_in tile 
,. 
organization and data manipulation. 
·-Information interchange has advanced trom·each.user 
application-program accessi~g private t\les to many user 
. . " 
·' 
' programs accessing-~ common data pool (i.e •. , a shared ·data 
base). Historically-, data files were derivatives of pro- · 
. 
ceJures to be carried· out and were seldom used .for· more 
.. ' . .1\,. •· ·:·" ""'. . 
,,,r 
than one applic.ation. Some of the advantages 'or··-a shared 
3 
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• 
data pool area (2J) 
1. decreased programming effort .. and lead tim• from, a 
-data ./base application design t_o op.erational capa~ · 
~i·lity, 
. . 
2. 4ecreased, effort reqµired to respond to changing - · 
requirements, 
. . 
3. provision for central co.ntrol of the data ·base. 
'" ' ' ' ' ' ' A shared data pool·reduces s~orage, reduces redundancy, and 
reduces effort in the capture and maintenance of data, thus 
increasing data in:te.gri ty. 
. !he data base consists of a log·ical dat• structure, a 
physical storage structure, and the ~ata itself. The.logical 
data structure is the view of the data as seen by the qser • 
The data structure indicates log~cal relationships between 
groups of data el.ements , for example , hiei;archical tree . 
structures or network . structures (Figure 1.1 )_. The physj.cal 
·storage structure is the actual representation ot the data 
. ' 
elements in physical sto~age. The storage·.· structure defines 
the internal storage of data in order that elements can be 
\ 
.. 
accessed by the GDBMS. Because of the division of .a data _ 
base into a data structure and a storage structure, some ... · 
measure of data independence is achieve·d, Data independence 
im~s that it is not necessary to modify or.recompile 
.. existing application programs when the defin.i tion or struc-
ture of the data is' changed •. The programs access the data 
4 
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.. ' 
definition at execution time rather than at compile time 
(which was usually necess.ry before ·aoBMS). 
' 1' f I 
.. 
Recent generalized data base management systems support 
complex data base designs, allowing many opt.ions tn ~he . 
choice of both logic·al and physical· structt1re. · The problems 
of -c-riatlng arid -mairi-taining a -iih-~red~-datfi ~ase ·are compli---- -
.. 
. 
cated by the fact that, in a shared environment, a data · 
base must·be·a compromise between the needs of the various 
users. Be9ause there are many user needs to consider, the · 
choice of.the optimum data base design requires much 
thought. Although data.base management systems provide 
adequate capabilities ·tor structuring data, there is little 
knowledge available on how to structure the data and design 
. 
. .~ . 
the file (2)). Currently, file design is a heuristic oper-
• 
ation (2J), Nevertheless~ the decision has significant 
. . 
impact on the performance.of the data base man.agement sys-
tem. -. The· storage structure, in particular, · is of paramount 
.. importance because it dictates the .performance of the GDBMS, 
. 
. 
The best data-base design· f~r \one application_may not 
be the best tor another application~ For example, report 
generation requires a data base, ~es.ign · allowing .for rapid· 
• ' 
retrieval, whereas real-ti~~ recording ot large volumes of 
' V data requires a data base design allowing for rapid updat-
. . ing. Ameth9dology tor c~osing the optim~ data base de-
• . t. 
sign would. be a great aid to.the data base designer. Such 
• 
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•. . 
a. methodology would. encompass an· evaluation_ and/or an anal--
,·, .......... ,:vl'•'' 
ysis o-f variabi.li ty · of the data over time, quantifi~ation · 
of user·requests, maintenance·activity of the .data.base; 
and performance curves for data base design parameters (2)), 
. 
. 
One function ·of the methodology would .. be to identify cri• 
-
'M 
teria for· evaluat-ing the effects. on- performance· of physical 
< 
structure options. Performance refers to how quic'kly a 
. GDBMS completes its tasks. The optimum data base design is, 
however, optimum with respect to the objectives of the ap-
plication system.~ Some examples of objectives area maxi-
• 
. . 
mize thruput of the system, process a giv-en workload to.r·· a 
minimum cost, reduce retrieval time, or reduce peripheral 
1:1torage. 
' 
As previously stated, there is a need in the computer 
• 
industry to establish a criteria for evaluating the per·-
formance of a GDBMS under various sets ot _logical structure 
and physical structure options. The goal of this thesis is 
to identify pertinent criteria for consideration in analyz-
ing data base designs tor· a specific measure of performance. 
If there is an effect ~n performance by varying a data base 
design parameter, the procedure developed in this thesis in-
• 
eludes investigation into ·what t_he effect is. The prc;,cedure 
used to identify pertinent _criteria includes the following• 
. . 
. 
1.- build a sample data base, 
2. access _the' data bas~ through repeated· traru;aetions,· 
. . ). collect data ·on the· elapsed time and number ot . · 
. _ .. ~· 
'· . 
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• 
• ·. 
.. -
. . ·:)_::_" 
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·,. 
i. . ,, •,.• 
., 
"., - ' 
•,, "/J. ·' 
input/output requests per .transaction, 
4 •. statistically analyze the data, 
,, 
. . 
. . 
.. . .,\ .. :. 
. -. t-
S,. draw Valid" conclusions ·COnC~rning the effect· o·f 
-:various data base design parameters on the per• .. 
fo~ance of the GDBMS • 
T_he procedure could be performed either by an.analyst tor.· 
. 
the general case or by a data base designer for the specific 
application case, 
~- Research in the area of comparing generalize~ data base 
.. 
management systems is at an ini ti~l stage. . One such method• 
ology·that has,been developed by the United States Air Force 
_:> ., ' • 
and further by Auer~ach Corporation ;s Parametric Evalua~ion 
. - . -
of Generalized· Systems~ (PEqs) (1, ?). The methodology of 
PEGS is intende~ to aid an analyst in selecting an optimal. 
; . 
··: .... 
. . 
. .
.. 
.. · ... 
' -
...... 
.. ~ 
'· 
\1,•' .•. , 
,-' '. .. 
1,;" . . ,r; ~ • •.' 
. :·" .. 
•· 
• 
. --. '. l 
. 
' , ... data base management system for a specified application sys• 
- tem from a set of co~peting candidates. The procedure is 
based on analysist ot user-orient~d system parameters. PEGS· 
... ,derives a dimensionless value-to-cost ·ratio, which is a 
' 
. 
measure of overall effectiveness, tor each GDBMS from weight-
ed factors and. n-om characteristics of a hypotheti,~al "base-
,;.~•~· . .. .. 
lihe" $ystem (1). . . ( 
• 
!. PEGS requires an evaluator to record application re-,. 
.. 
· quirements (required and desired), sy~tem observations, and 
. . 
. 
··scores (qomputed. from weights of parameters) for a de~ailed . 
; 
list o.f parameters. Each parameter is an attribute of .. ·a GDBMS I 
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· with respect ·to its capability, ease Qf use, .or performance·, 
The parameters are ··1n three categoriesi functional charac- · 
teristics, structural characteristics, and operational char• 
. 
acteristics. One ·drawback of this methodology is that there 
are over 500 parameters that must .be rated for each GDBMSI 
( /~. 
~. 
. " . 
The ideal system evaluation procedure would be on~ which 
1$ economical to u~e, can be mechanically appli·ed,· is free 
from. bias, and invariably chooses the optimal solution to a 
problem (1). · The methpdologies for comparing generalized 
data base management systems (1, 1?, J7) involve V&.eying 
degrees of subjective judgment a~d cannot be mechanicaily 
.. 
applied, They require human evaluators to estimate ratings 
of parameters, 
Progress in the field of performance evaluation has 
dealt mainly with compar_ing two generalized[ data base man-~~-
agement systems base.d on timings instead ot developing 
I 
methodologies, The emphasis in this thesis is on the·devel-
. 
opment of a procedure tor performance evaluation of one 
. . . 
. \ GDBMS wi~h ·an _experimental example, The major e~phasis is 
on the procedure because it is applicable to many situations, 
. . 
wh•reas the results of the experiment ai-e appli-cable to a 
single situation, Since the procedure ·developed in tbis 
thesis involves computer program execution, ·automatic data 
collec·tion, and· statistic..al analy$is, it cal)·be mechanically 
applied. Whethe·r it is :free ,~om. bias, .e.conomical to use, 
• )! • , ';): .( I 
1 
,J. (°' 
" 
\ 
' . 
' 
• . ·.. /l l/ ,.-· ' . 
; \ L 
. 
and . chooses the opiki'.ma:1 · solution requires fUrther investigation. 
'\'. I • . ' ..... , . . . • . 
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, Very little research has been done in the area of deter .. 
• 
mining ~n ·optimal data base design for a specified GDBMS. 
One example of a project in this area is the COf!lP~i~ori of 
different data base·organizations.and accesQ methods tor 
tBM's Inf~rmatlon· ll!ana-g·ement System (I?w1S) (40). Ogilvie pre-
sents suggested I?AS data base organizations for various ap-
plications and a methodology whereby modeling and ·simulation 
aid in·selecting the optimum data base organization and f! 
access method. The simulation model computes average ret~ie-
val time ofa given transaction type for one of the IMs .data 
• 
base access methods for either batch or transaction process-
ing mode. The methodology can be applied to selecting the 
-
most efficient· data base access method, physical data base 
design, and processing mode for each transaction type ot a 
• 
DBMS (40). 
Performance evaluation has been studied mainly with re-
spect to computer operating systems (2, 12, 13, 18, 21, 32, 
" 36, 4S). However, some of the same techniques can 'be applied 
'" to ·performance evaluation with respect to generalized data 
base management systems.. Techniques include timings, in ... 
struction mixes, kernels, simulation, application bf!nchmarks, . 
and\synthetic benchm&:rks (J6). T.he timing technique involves 
an analyst analyzing the actual progr~s to be run, estimat-
ing the number ot calculations an·d "!;he numbe~ ot accesses .to 
. . devices, and computing total time •. The technique of.instruc-
tion mixes is a primitive method in which timings of in-
-~-· 10 
• 
• 
• 
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. structions are weighted according to fr.equency of execut~on, . 
·r 
to produce an estimate or· merit. With the kernel technique, 
,to 
.,!) 
coded program segments .are timed .using manufacturer'.s man-
·, 
. . 
uals, but not actually run ()6). Kernels are generally isol-
-
· ··ated tasks., not· directly drawn from a workload. In the sim-
ulation approach, a ~program package simulates a GDBl-1$ and 
produces output which describes the performance of.the GDBMS 
for»a·given set of inputs (J6, 40). Simulation provides a 
testing ground for a system that does not exist, Applica-
• 
tion benchmarks are.representative sets ot programs chosen 
. . . 
dir·ectly from the workload (36). The application benchmarks 
act a·s a model of the workload. 
Th.e · technique incorporated in this thesis is benchmarks 
because the GDBMS exists and is available. However, s,nthe-· · 
• 
tic benchmarks, not application benchmarks, are employed be-
cause the workload ·does not yet· exist. Syn.thetic benchmarks 
are computer progra~, representative of an anticipated work--
load, which are actually run on the configuration studied 
()6). In evaluating the performance-of a GDBMS, it is pri-
marily necessary to study the GDBMS transactions within tu-
\ 
. '• 
''
1 ture application programs. O~e usually does not need to be . 
concerned with the ot}:ter functions ·performed in the applica-
. 
. 
. . 
-, 
,tion programs. Using synthetic benchmarks, pertinent trans-
:. a:ctions are included and extrane-ous· functions are omitte(J. 
:: ;; . 
In addition, synthetic benchmarks provide advantages over 
.application benchmarks. 
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'r , · · They oan be set ~P ·with variables .. _'to be controlled by input I 
. 
. 
. parameters and.they are easier to convert to run on other ' . . 
.. 
. 
systems than.application· benchmarks. It is important that 
. 
. 
. the benchmarks represent transactions which will be included 
in·· the ·tu"bure wort,load of the application system. Benchmarks 
. 
.,- ' -··· 
can be used to determine whether or not there is an effect 
. 
-
of ce~ta.ln parameters . on GDBMS performance with respec~ · to 
-
. the·f~~ure workload of the-application system. The evaluation 
technique which empl~rs synthetiQ benchmarks is performance 
monitoring. Performance monitoring implies co+l·ecting data 
• on the behavior of an existing system. In thiS,thesis, qbBMS 
performance is monitored tor alternative designs ot·a data 
base. This evaluation technique will be used to indicate 
the effects of:· various data base design parameters which 
affect the. performance of a GDB~S. • 
Chapter 2 provides. an introduction to GDBMS concepts and 
· terminology. The GDBMS to be .. studied in the experiment, IDMS, 
•' 
' is also discussed. In Chapter ) ~ the· general pro·cedure -tor 
analyzing data base design parameters is presented. O~pter 4 
provides a complete description of a sample experiment utillz-. . 
. 
ing the procedure presented in Chapter). Results of the 
experiment and statistical ana'lysis·· of the performance data 
troin the expe_riment ar .. e discussed in Chapter s. Conclusions 
,~d suggestions tor further. research in the field of QDBMS 
data base designs versus GDBMS performance are discussed in 
'· 
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Chapter 6. -' . ,Research in this field is at · an initial stage,· in 
spite ot the ,xpanding use of generalized data base manage• 
ment systems by bllSinesses, 
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·,-.,,. INTEGRATED DATA . MANAGEMENT· -SYSTEM 
CONCEPTS AND. TERMINOLOGY .. / 
r, 
I 
[,; 
The· purpose· of Chapter 2 is to present an introdiiction _ . 
to GDBr'1S concept·s and terminology.. The structure and 
.capabilities of a specific GDBMS, Integrat_ed Data Man~gement . 
System, are discussed. • 
The generalized data base management system to be evalu-
ated in the-experiment is Integrated Data Management System 
-(IDMS). IDr4S is a software package which provides various 
file management functions, for ex~mple, file creation, file 
. . . 
maintenance, and data.retrieval. IDMS was written by B. P. 
Goodrich Company as ah implement.ation of a subset of the • 
,, .... · CODASYL Data Base -Task Group design_ proposal .(29, JS}. The 
.. 
.. . 
• 
; ' ...... : 
.. ". 
r.;; ' . 
. . . 
• 
. .. 
•. 
~- . 
• 
.. 
.. :. ~-
D 
. "· 
Data Base Task Group (DBTG) presented a proposal -for a stan- .,,c 
dardized data base.management system. consisting of a Data 
. . 
Description Language (DDL) and'a Data Manipulation Language 
r 
(DML) ()8). The Data Description Language is used to de--
) 
scribe the structure and content of the data base, whereas 
the Data Manipulation Language is "ttsed to acces~ data in . 
the data b·ase. · "Access'' refers to retrieval and/or update 
of data. 
'•· 
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The· features included· in_ IDMS which are recom,mel\de~ in .. 
.. 
' 
the C9DASYL Data Base.Task Group design proposal ar~, ()8) 
. 
1. Allow data tobe structured in the manner most 
. . 
· s~itable· to each application.~ 
. 
. ' 2. Allow more than one user· program to cdf\currently . 
ace.ass data in the data. base. 
J. Provide a variety.of access methods against ·the 
data ·base. ... 
.. . 
4. Allow the us er to implement his progr&.1'1 as if he~. 
' h~d virtual memory • 
. s. Provide the.,Data Manager the capability to control 
the physical placement ot data. 
6. Allow for a variety of data structures,· including 
network structures. 
? • Al.low a us er to interact with data without having 
to maintain the structural associations, 
• 
8. Allow user programs to be independent of the data.· 
. 
- f 
These features provide both flexibility and generality in .a· C 
GDBMS. 
~' . 
. 
2 • 1 Pa.ta. Des cri;g:tion La;niJlige .. C DDL > 
.. 
• 
2.1.1 PPL TQrminoloiY 
The DDL is used to declare a schema and various sub-
. -
. 
schemas. A schema is a ·complete, d,escrip.~ion of a data base 
in terms of the data-items, records, sets, and.·areas in-
' 
. 
eluded in the data ···base and the: relationships that exist 
• ~ -
' ':. ·~·· :.1 -.~-'. 
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- , petween.them, A pybschema is a subset of a schema. Through 
a subschema, an individual user ·application program can a.c-
cess only that portion of the total data base that.is. rele-
,. 
,_,.. .. 
vant to· the ·applic·ation, · ignoring the rest. Hence, one use~ 
program may update· Q_ne portion of a data base, while another 
·user program -gpdates another portion. Thus, many user pro-
grams may concurrently a~cess data in the data base. In 
' \ . 
,, 
addition, a subschema is significant because it automatically, 
ensures privacy and integrity of the rest of the data base 
from a user program. 
• 
A data-item is an elementary unit of data, for example, 
employee name, social security number, or job code (Figure 
·2.1). A data-item is represented in a data base by a Yiilue. 
A r~o~q type is the collection of one .or more data-items, 
usually related in some way. As an example, -employee record 
. 
. 
would consist of employee name, s,ocial secuz-ity number, 
starting. date, and job duty code (Figure 2 .1). · Record types 
. 
are described by tne schema. A record ·occ,1rrence is a,n en--
try in the data base of a.set of values described by a rec-
ord type. There are an arbitrary number of record occur .. 
rences for each record type. 
• 
• 
A set tx»e is a ·collection of re,ccrds consisting -of. one 
owner record type and one or more member record types, There 
. 
. is a logical relationship between the owner record and the 
. 
member records, Examples of set relationships are parent--
• 
.. 
• 
• 
-
. . 
• 
.. 
- --- .. -- -··-o - -- . - --------. -·--·-· ---·- - -- -·-
. ··~ 
,. 
• 
• 
DATA-ITEM EXAMPLES, 
EMPLOYEE NAME, 
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER 
STARTI·NG DATE 
JOB CODE NUMBER 
DATA-ITEM VALUE EXAMPLES, 
JOHN JONES 
123-45--6789 
10-1-68 
ENG-223 
RECORD TYPE EXAMPLE, 
. ~ 
. .. 
EMPLOYEE SOCIAL ···STARTING 
NAME SECURITY DATE 
NUMBER 
RECORD OCCURRENCE EXAMPLE, 
--, . 
,.-. 
JOHN JONES 12:,-45-67891, 10-1 .. 68 
SET TYPE EXAMPLE1 
COMPANY 
EMPLOYEE 
SET OCCURRENCE -EXAMPLEa 
• 
. ~ ' 
ACME COMPANY 
. 
* ·JOHN JONES 
-
' . . 
\ 
. - . -········- ···--·-··-------.. ·-·----·-······ 
.. 
JOB CODE 
NUMBER 
. 
ENG-22J 
• 
COMPONENTS OF A DATA -STRUCTURE 
.. ,,,,., 
FIGURE 2.1 
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child, company-department, an·d produc·t-parts • The s·et · is 
.the building block which alloW$ ·various network· data struc--
tures to be constructed. A set occurrence is an entry in 
' ' 
. 1..~"' 
•. I -
~ . .- .:~ •, 
•. •,.-:--.,'T..,'. 
• I • 
•• 
. . 
i .•' ' ,I 
... 
the data base of an owner record occurrence and one or more · 
member record.occurrences (Figure 2,1). There are ·an arbi-
.. trary number of set occurrences for each set type. 
. An area. is a named sub-division of a data base which 
contains occurrences ot ·re·cords and sets. Dividing a data 
· base into areas allows exclusive update of one area while · 
other areas are accessed by other applications andvallows 
• placeme·nt ·control of record_ occurrences to achieve ·opt~i-
zation of storage and retrieval. The data base· consists ot 
all the records, sets, and areas which"are controlled by the 
schema. 
• The DDL concepts and terminology previously mentionned 
are shared by IDMS- and ·the DBTG_ .design-- proposal. For imple .. 
mentat~on purposes, IDMS i~troduces additional concepts con-
. 
. 
, ~ . cerning the physical storage structure. Of particular inter-
est to the understanding of .the physical description of a 
da·ta: base is the concept of a page, The data base is divided 
physically into conti~ous pages of a specified· number_ of. 
bytes. Page size may be any length less than or equal.to 
the. maximum blocksize permitted on a direct.-access device, 
' 
. For example, assume that a data base is contained on 400 
~ . 
. tracks of a )330 disc.pack, each track,contalning tour 
, 
. . 
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3156-byte ··blocks of information, Each ·)156-byte bloc~ is 
' 
' called a paee, Th$ pages are uniquely numbered in ascendi·ng · 
' ~· 
' ~ ., 
order for identification purposes, A page may contain rec-
. 
ord occurrences and control information, which consi.sts ot 
,, 
page overhead plus record occurrence overhead. 
An · area is n·ow defin·ed· · as -a --spec·ified: number · of' ··cont·1-- ···· 
... _ 
guous pages within a data> base (Figure 2. 2). The schema in• 
dicates which record types are to be store"d in each area. 
Whenever a user program intends to access- information from 
the data base, the program must execute an "open" instruc-
• 
tion for the area in which the information is stored, The 
- ' 
open instruction renders information available to the program, 
Another IDMS concept is that of uniquely identifying· a 
record occurrence by a datapas~-kgy. The database-key indi-
cates the page number and line number on which the record 
·. . I 
occurrence is physically stored. Line number indicates 
' 
where the record occurrence is located on the page (Figure 
. 2.2). Database-keys are.also used as pointers to establish 
set occurrences·, which will be further discussed in Section 
2,1.). 
• 
The data .base designer employs-the Data Description Lan-
~,,.. . . .,,. 
guage to declare a schema and related subschemas~~· Whe.n .a 
data base designer declares a schema, he must dec.ide various 
• 
• I 
• characteristics of the ~ecords, s.ets, areas, and data base • 
. • 
.. , ...... .. There are DDL parameters associated with each category. 
Record location mode, set ~inkage, and page size are three-
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examples · ot DDL · parame~ers. The data. base designer mu~t de~- ·. -· · 
,I 
termine which option of each parameter will be.st serve the 
needs of the application syste~. Parameters and their op• 
tions are listed in Table 2.1·and·will be discussed in the 
. 
suceeding sections. 
2.1.2 Record iYPe Para.meters 
The parameter·s associated . with· a record type are loca-
.. 
tion mode and area placement. Both parameters influence the 
physical storage structure of the data base. 4 
The location mode of a recor.d type defines the method 
· ot storing record occurrences in the data base. Once speci-
I. 
fied, the location mode restricts the transactions on that 
~ . 
record type and allows for one ot the ways of retrieving. 
selected occurrences ot that record type.· ·Thus, location . 
mode has both placement and retri~val purposes. The three 
options for location mode are DIRECT 0, CALO, and VIA • 
. 
. 
When DIRECT is specified, ~he user advises IDMS by means 
ot a key to store a reco·rd· occurrence on (are near) a speci-
fic page of the data base (Figure 2.6a). When CALC is speci-
. 
fied, IDMS determines the storage location of a record occur-
rence through a randomizing·algorithm using the value of a 
data-item in the record (Figure 2.6b). The user has no con-
·~ 
. 
trol over the r~ndomizing ~lgorithm, which is internal to 
IDMS. When VIA is specifie·d, m~mber record occurrences are 
' placed physically close to the owner of the set tor a speci-
•. , ,i i 
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DATA BASE DESIGN PARAMETERS AND THEIR O~TIONS 
PARAMETRR 
Location Mode 
Area Placement 
. 
Set Order 
· Set Linkage 
Set Membership Type 
Number ·or Pages 
Page Size 
Number of Areas 
Number of Buffers 
OPTION 
CALC 
VIA 
. DIRECT 
NEXT 
PRIOR 
FIRST 
LAST 
SORTED 
NEXT 
•. 
·=--·-; ,. 
NEXT-PRIOR 
NEXT-PRIOR-OWNER 
NEXT-OWNER 
OPT! ONAL-A U-TOMA TIC 
OPTIONAL-MANUAL 
MANDATORY-AUTOMATIC 
MANDATORY-MANUAL 
TABLE 2.1 
EFFECT 
Physical 
Physical 
Logical 
Logical 
Logical 
Phye,ioal 
. ( 
1Physical 
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. . fie set relationsh~p (Figure 2.6c). With VIA, records·ot 
the same set may be physically grouped together rather than._ 
. widely. separated. 
Placement of record occurrences according to location 
) 
~ 
mode is limited by the area allotted to the record type. It 
. there are many record types in one.area or it the nwnber ·ot 
pages -in the area is small, the data base may become crowded • 
Conversely, if the area is too large, there ·will be wasted 
storage space. Area plac~ment_ is significant with respect 
to CALC and VIA location modes. With CALC, it is desirable 
• 
that all record occurrenc~s randomized to a particular page 
will fit on that page and not have to be placed in an.over-
' 
. flow area. With VIA, it is desirable that occurrences ot 
other record types do not intefere with the placement· ot 
• 
member record occurrences near the owner record occurrence, 
2.1.3 sei Parameteta 
Th~ parameters· associated with ,a set ~ype are set order, 
set linkage, and set membership type •. These parameters at-
·fect the logical structure of the data base •. They will be 
" 
,\,,, discussed briefly because they are controlled, not varied·, 
in the experiment of this the,sis. · For more detailed infor-
mation, the reader is referred to the IDMS DrAL" manual (29), 
.Set order · ~peci:fies the logical order of. member records 
within a set occurrence and is independent ot the physical 
. . 
. 
. . I \_ ·_ 
'placement of the . records. If. :FIRST is specit.ied, a new 
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CALC Location Mode 
1. Data values are placed in record description in 
the working storage area·of user program. 
2, .A value is assigned to the CALC data-item in the 
record description. " 
J. The STORE.RECORD transaction is executed. 
4. The data is physically placed in the data base. 
according to the output v~lue of the IDr,lS ·random-
izing algorithm. The value of the CALC data-item· 
is the input to this randomizing.algorithm • 
CALC 
data-item data 
• 
data 
Record.Description 
' 
in Working Storage Area 
p p age age 1 ,. ? 
\ 
' 
• 
I ••, ,1" 
\
' ta p p age 
'i Lge age 
~- J. 
-~ 
. 
Record 
~ .; 
• 
. Data Base 
. CALC LOCATION MODE 
FIGURE 2.6b 
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DIRECT Location Mode 
1. Data'· values are . placed in record_ description · in the 
worki_ng s~orage area· of user program.· 
2. · A value · specifying the ___ page. on which . to store 
. the record occurrence is placed in -the database-key location in working storage. 
J. The STORE RECORD transaction is executed. 
4. The data is physically placed in the data base 
·according to the value of the-database-key. 
Data-item Data-item Data-item 
1 . 2 3 
data data dat.a 
r-- -· 
Record Description in Working Storage Area 
' 
p p age age 
1 2 
. 
' . 
' 
p age 
~ . 
' 
' p ~ p age.~· 
LL 
age 
(· 
-
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. 
Data Base--
DIRECT LOCATION MODE 
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1. 
• VIA.Location Mode 
Data values are placed in record description in 
the working storage area of user~ogram. 
The schem-a specifies with which set type the 
· record .occurrences are to be stored. · 
2 • 
). 
4 
The owner record occurrence of this member record 
occurrence is located in. the data base~. 
. . , . 
5. 
The STORE RECORD transaction is executed • 
The data is physically placed in the data base 
according to the location of the owner record 
occurrence. 
• 
Data-item Data-item Data-item 1 2 3 
data 
Record 
Page 
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. 
record o·ccurrence will be inserted logically between the 
·, 
owner record occurrence and the previously first member re·-· 
cord occurrence irregardless of where .it is stored physically 
{.Figure. 2 •. J). ~ q Conversely, if LAST is specified, a new re-
• 
, I ' 
cord occurr~nce will be inserted logically_b.e.twe_en ___ the pre-
viously last member rec·ord ,occurrence and the owner record 
- 0 
•' 
occurrence (Figure 2.)) • 
. If NEXT is specified, the new record occurrence will 
be inserted logically immediately following the record 
occurrence last retrieved by the user. If PRIOR is speci-
. 
-fied, the new record occurrence will be ·inserted immediately J 
. 
• 
before the record occurrence last-accessed by the user. 
. A set or.der may be a sorted order, either ascending or 
descending. With sorted order, the DBMS maintains the logi-
• 
• cal sequence of member record occurrences within each set 
... 
occurrence based on the value of ·a .. _data-item specified in· 
,·,,~ 
···' 
the schema as the ordering key· (Figure 2.3) •. 
. . 
·-· Set linkage determines the· amount of overhead per re-~ 
t 
cord occurrence. Set linkage indicates the types· of chain 
pointers which are present in a ·set_ occurrence. The types 
• l,;) 
or pointers are next, prior, and owner (Figure 2.4). Data-
base--keys are the ac~ual poi~ters. in 'the phy.sical record • 
. · 
Next pointers are required by IDMS. NEXT indicates that 
_each record occurrence.in a set occurrence is linked to 
the next·record in the logical ·sequence • 
27 
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Prior and owner pointers pe~it additional transactions 
on the data base that are not allowed if only next pointers 
- < 
are spec~fied. NEXT-PRIOR indicates that pointers are in-
' eluded i.n e·ach. set ·occurrence ~o identify. both ·the next ·and. 
prior reco~ds in the logical sequen_ce. Next and prior 
.. 
pointers allow acce_ss of .records to proceed in two direc• 
tions. Spe·cifying NEXT-PRIOR-OWNER indicates that pointers 
are included_in each member record occurrence to identity 
the owner record of the set, as well as the next and prior 
records in that set. Owner pointers allow a user progr~ to 
• 
immediately access the owner record of the set when a member 
record is known. Next, prior, and owner pointers allow 
. 
access of records to proceed in three directions. 
Specifying-NEXT-OWNER indicates· that pointers are in-
eluded in each member record occurrence to- identity the own-. 
e~_record, as well as the next record, in the logical se-
quen~e. · Nex·t and owner pointers ·allow acces·s ot records to 
· proceed in two directions. 
Set membership type indicates the manner in which a 
. . 
record occurrence is established (or deleted) as the member 
of a set occurrence. Set mem~ership type also restricts 
. 
. . 
. insertion or deletion.of member record occurrences from set 
occurrences. 
Mandatory·or optional are the two options which de-
scribe control over the termination of a record occurrence • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
'· ... 
-,,_,·, '' ·:··, 
' 
f 
, . 
... 
. \.;, 
I 
r .. . • 
Mandatory impli.es that, once the membership· ot a record ,, 
occurrence· is established in a set oc_c<urrence, the member- · 
. ship is permanent~ Opt-ional implies that the membership ia 
' 
not permanent. The ·set membership may be removed without 
deleting the record occurrence from the -data base. 
Automatic or manual are the two· options which describe 
control over es.tablishment of set membership for a. record 
occurr.ence. Automatic implies that·membership in a set 
.. 
occurrence is established automa.tically by t-he DBMS whenever 
a member-record occurrence is physically stored in the data 
• base. Manual ·implies that membership in alset occurrence is 
not automatically established, it.must be established by a 
user program after the member record occurrence is physical-
. ly stored in th~ data base. 
·Combinations of these two parameters yields tour 
, .. 
• 
choices for set meinbership_,typea Mandatory-Automatic, Manda-
~ .. . . 
tory-Man~al,. Optional-Automatic, op·tional-Manual. · These ~_op~, 
tions are thoroughly discussed in.the IDMS DML ,manual (29). 
2.1.4 Area Parametgrs 
The parameter-associated with an area is the number ot 
pages. Number ot ·pages is a physical data base design par-
ameter because it determines the amount of storage space· 
available for all record types stored in that area. The . 
. 
amount of storage .space ~ccupied 1:)y data and overhead.divid-
. . . 
ed by the total amount of storage space originally allocated 
. . 
Jl 
·1 
• 
' .• ' 
. -
• 
-
• 
. ' 
• 
( '. 
'{ 
' l 
I 
ii 
• 
( 
r - • 
determines 'the.percentage of occupancy, or fullness, of the 
area. Percentage of occupancy may or may not affect per-
formance. 
2.1.5 Data Base Parameters 
The ·parameters associated with th·e total data base are 
( ' 
page size, number of areas, and number of buffers. Page "ize 
determines how many record occurrences can be stored on a· 
page. Because there is a fixed amount of IDMS overhead per 
page, one must consider overhead when alloc-ating page size. 
Page size may affect performance because-eac~ page is a phy-
sical block and a block is the unit of transfer between a 
physical data base and a user-program. Whenever a record 
occurrence is retrieved by the user program, its page must 
be brought into main memory it· it has not been previously· · 
loaded. The· page is placed in a butter. Whenever a page · 
is transferred from the data base to a buffer, or vice-versa, 
. 
an ·input-output.operation takes .place. Each ·input-output 
operation under II>r.1S is one EXecute Channel Program (EXCP). 
The larger the page size, the greater the possibility of 
. .,,, 
accessing many record occurrences with only one EXCP. Con-
versely, the smaller the page size·, the less ·data transmis• · 
· sion required to complete the, data transfer •. 
Just as the number of pages per area must be determined,· 
the number of areas per data base m'1st also be determined. 
The number of .areas dictate.s how the total data I.base will be 
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__ .------subdivided -for·-storilig- and retr-ieving record occurrences-.,, 
The number ot buffers may also affect performance be-
. cause the buffers in --·main _memory are searched first when 
s_toring or l'etrieving a record occurrence. If the -desire'd. 
page.exists in a buffer, no input-output operation is per-
0 
formed •. If the desired P&:ge does not-exist in the bufters, 
th, least-recently-used page Jn the buffe~s is replaced with 
-· 
a new page :f'rom the data base. More buffers reduces the 
probability of an input-output operation being performed 
during a transaction, but·increases the amount ot main stor-
. 
, • 
- . \ 
age. required for execution ot user programs. 
2~-2 Da:ta. Manipulation Lan£.Ya~e lpML) 
~he DML -is the language which the .. programmer us.es to 
manipulate data in t·he data base. The DML is actually a set 
of statements which require a host language, The host lan-
guage for IDllIS is COBOL, The DML statements can be grouped 
·into three categories according.to function, control, re-
trieval, and modification (Table 2.2). Each DML statement 
is a transaction on the data base. 
... 
. . ' 
2.2.1 Contx:01 Transactiona 
Control transactions are used to control the p~ocessing 
of data within ·the portion of the da~a base defined by a 
• • 
_sp-ecif1c·· su~schema. . The INVOKE transac-tion specifies the 
" . I 
subschema which provid.es the description of.- all data-~tema, 
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· · DATA MANIPULATION LANGUAGE STATEMENTS 
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.. 
CONTROL STATEMENTS 1 . 
q 
INVOKE SUBSCHEMA. subschema-name OF schema-name ,r· 
' OPEN ALL AREAS USAGE-MODE IS ETRIEVAL 
CLOSE ALL AREAS 
.· ~·. 
'· 
.( 
.. 
EXCLUSIVE RETRIEVAL 
EXCLUSIVE UPDATE 
IDMS DML STATEMENTS 
TABLE 2.2 
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' DATA MANIPULATION LANGUAGE STATEMENTS 
RETRIEVAL STATEMENTS· 1 
•'\ 
. 
FIND lrecord-name RECORD USING. identifier OBTAIN . 
--
. 
' 
' 
' 
.{FIND ·\CURR_ ENT OF record-name RECORD OBTAIN) ,~~ set-name SET 
· area-name AREA 
{ FIND 1 EXT record-name RECORD OF {set-name SET OBTAirjJ PRIOR . \area-name AREA _ 
FIRST 
LAST 
(FIND l_ OWNER RECORD OF set-name SET \oBTAINJ 
· 
(FIND ) {!lEXT DUPLICAT,ilrecord-name RECORD 
\OBTAINJ 
. 
I • <'l 
\ (F_IND \record-name RECORD VIA 
lOBTAiijJ CURRENT OF set-name SET 
USING identifier 
"' 
GET record-name R~CORD 
I 
-_- IDMS DML STATEMENTS 
·:. TABLE 2. 2 (cont. ) 
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DATA MANIPULATI.ON LANGUAGE STATEMENTS 
MODIFICATION STATEMENTS, ........ ..; 
DELETE record-name RECORD 
-
INSERT record-name RECORD INTO set-name SET 
MODIFY record-name RECORD 
REMOVE record-name RECORD FROM set-name SET 
STORE record-n~me RECORD 
~. : ~-
6 
:,·· '•. 
•, 
.. 
IDMS DML STATEMENTS 
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records·, sets, and areas to be made available to the user 
progrm. INVOKE also causes the DML processor to establish 
communication between the use~ .. progr~ ~nd IDMS. OPEN and 
OLOSE transactions dec,lare respectively the. point at whi9h 
' access to the data 1::ase is required and the point at which 
--·· 
. ~ 6 access is terminated. Control transactions are the least 
important in the study of perfQrmance of I~S because each 
contr.ol transaction is performed only· one time during execu--
tion ot a user program. 
. 
. . 
2. 2. 2 . Retrieval Trans1ction1 
Retrieval transactions are used to locate records in 
the data base and/or render its-data available to the user 
program. None of_ the retrie_yal transactions modify t~e con• 
tents of -the data base. The major bategories of retrieval 
transactions are FIND, OBTAIN, and GE'l'. FIND is used· to 
locate recor·d occurrences in the data base. GET is used to 
transfer data, whi·ch has be~n previously located by a FIND, 
into the working storage area of the user's program. OBTAIN 
· combines tbe functions of both FIND and GET.a 
OBTAIN= FIND+ GET. 
OBTAIN causes data to be moved into the work
1ing storage area 
. 
of the user's .program only if the specified record occurrence 
is located. 
· Beca~~-' FIND and OBTAIN are similar transactions, only 
FIND will be further discusse<i. F·IND transactions can be 
J7 
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· divided into six types (Table 2.2)1 
.. 
,. 
- ,: . 
F.ormat 1 a · FIND record-name RECORD USING identifier 
Identifier is the value ot a database'-key indica-
ting the page number,and line number where a record 
_occurrence is physically .. stored. 
', 
--
Format 21 FIND CURRENT OF ecord-name RECORD 
... 
s.et-name. SET 
area-name AREA 
The record occurrence.\ whose database-key is current 
of the record, set, or area is retrieved. 
' 
Format Ja FIND NEXT record·-name RECORD .OF set-name SET, 
PRIOR· rea-na1ne AREA 
FIRST 
FIND.NEXT REC<;)RD OF SET specifies that the subse-
• quent record in the logical sequence of the named 
-set type is retrieved. FIND NEXT RECORD IN ARBA 
specifies that the named record with the······next higher 
. . 
database-key ~in the physical· sequence is retrieved, 
' " Likewise for PRIOR, FIRST, and LAST • 
Format 41 FIND OWNER RECORD.OF set-name SET 
.it . 
The owner record of the current member record . 
• 
" occurrence of the named set is retrieved, If. o~er 
pointers exist in the member record occurrences, 
this r~trie.val is immediate. If no~·. the· DBMS 
searches through the next -po.inters until the owner 
record occurrence is retrieved, 
)8 
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Format S• FINE [NEXT DUPLICATl:1 record-name RECORD 
~ 
',' Only record types wi~h CALO location mode may"be 
. / . 
retrieved with this type of transaction. The record 
occurrence i,-s retrieve~ on the basis of the value 
of the CALC data-item. The same randomizing· algor-
ithm that was used to store the reco~d occurrence · 1 -· 
. 
-
on. the basis of a data-item value is· used to retrieve -
that record occurrence when supplied the same value. 
Format 61 FINQ record-name RECORD VIA CURRENT of 
set-name SET USING identifier 
· Only record types which.are members of ordered set 
types may j:>Jt,,~eved with this type of transac- ., 
-tion. The record occurrence whose value of a 
specified data-item matches that of the identifier 
is retrieved. • 
2 .• 2. J Modification fransaction@ 
. 
. 
· lwtodification transactions cause c~anges to occur within 
. 
the data base. Three categories of modification area addi• 
tion of new record occurrences, deletion of existing record 
occurrences, and modifi·cation of existing data and data 
, 
structure. New record occurrences are added to th.a data base . 
. . 
... 
with the transaction• STORE record-name RECORD. Existing 
. 
record occurrences are deleted from the_ data base with the 
transactiona DELETE record-name RECORD. The transaction, 
MODIFY record-name RECORD is used ·to chang~ data-item values 
included in existing record occ~rences. 
39 
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Data structure i~ altered through-the modification trans~ 
ac.tions1 . 
0 
, 
. 
INSERT record-name R.ECORD INTO set-name SET .. 
and . REMOVE record-name RECORD FROM set19n~e SET 
which change set -membership~ Through INSERT and RE&10VE trans- -
actions, set membership of-existing record occurrences.may be . 
·' 
changed without,. storing or_ deleting _the rec<?rd occurrences, .. -
. -
Use .of modification transactions requires that the area· to 
.be modified be opened with a usage mode_of exclusive update, · 
2.) . Proged11ra1 • 
... 
The logical data structure and the physical storage· 
· .·structure of a data ba_se are completely specified by a · 
schema. Subschemas are subsets of the schema. Users may 
, 
a~cess the qata base only through a subschema. The user · 
application program is a COBOL program containing IDMS DML 
statements. The D?4L statements represent transactions 
against the data base. The IDMS or.11 statements are a high-
level language. After the user program has been-processed 
by the IDMS precompiler, it contains the app~opriate data• 
names· and CALL siatements acceptable to the COBOL compiler. 
After the preco~pile ·and compile steps, ·the linkage 
I)> 
ed.itor combines the user program• s object_ code with the ob• 
'\t'j ject code of the subschema and·, the object cod~ of the IDMS 
interface routine. When the use~ program executes a DML 
'\ " 
!, 
:, 
statement, the :following operations take place• (P'.igure 2 •. 5) 
., . 
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IIl1S OBJECT EXECUTION (from IIl4S DML Reference Guide) 
. ' 
FIGURE 2.5 
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•. 
·, 
• ~ 
,, 
• 
1. A DML statement appears in the: user program as a 
call··to"'·the IDr,t3 interface routine. 
2. The IDMS interface r_outine analyzes the call and 
augments it with inf.ormation from the object sub-
3. .~The -oarv1s perfOr7!1s the requested data base. service 
through the buffers ·an-d through requests to ~!'le 
operating system._ 
4. When a recod occurrence is located, system infor-
mation such as database-k~y and currency status. 
is moved to locations within the subschema. Cur• 
rency status indicates.the most-:recently-retriev~d 
record· occurrenc·e for each· record type, set typ·e, 
and area. 
5. If requested by the call, data will be moved from 
a ., buffer to the working storage area of the user 
6. 
· program. 
. The IDMS interface routine moves status information 
regarding the outcome of the DML-statement to loca-
tions within working sto,rage of the user program, 
7. Control is returned to the user progr,ilJD. 
• 
't! 
The above ""operat~ ons are performed for every IDMS 
transaction against the data base •. The transaction may be 
either a control, retrieval, or modification transaction •. _ 
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., Thus,. the con~epts and terminology of ID~S have been 
f 
implementation of a subset of the . ·:,.: 0 presented, IDMS • is an 
CODASYL Data Base Task Gr.oup desi·gn proposal •. For further 
information, the reader .is referred to the IDMS.·DML manual .. :• 
and.t)'le ID~S DDL manual (29, JO)~ 
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CHAPTER ) 
A GENERALIZED PROCEDURE FOR EVALUATING DATA BASE DESIGNS 
Chapter J describes a systema-tic m~thod of evaluating 
·, data base designs. By performing this generalized proce-
dure, one can determine whether or not varying data base 
desi~ parameters affects GDBMS performance and the exact 
effect on performance ot any significant parameters_. The 
• 
procedure involves• 
1. Developing a logical data structure, 
. . 
.2. Describing a physical storage structure, 
J. Prep~ring data for the data base, 
4. Loading data into the data base, 
5, Defining the data base design parameters to be 
varied, 
,. '<': .., • 6. Defining a performance criteria, 
7, Obtaining a monitor, 
• 
/ 
8. Running synthetic benchmarks against the data base 
while collecting performance data, 
9, Statistically analyzing the performance data, 
10. Drawing conclusions concerning the effect .ot data 
• U!, base design parameters on GDBMS performance, 
., 
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, The procedure could be performed either by·an analyst tor 
the general case or by a data base designer for the specific 
application _case. In this thesis,·· the performance ot the. 
· p~ocedure will be referred ~o as an "experiment.• 
Recent generalized data base management s.ystems support 
- ;-
complex. data base designs, allowing many opt.ions in the 
.. .,.,_ ' 
. . 
~hoice of both logical data structure and physical storage 
-structure. -- Thus, file design requires much thought. The 
data base that will be shared by many user application$ must 
·necessarily be a compromise between the various user re-
• 
quirements.· Currently, file design is a heuristic operatio,.. 
A quantitative analysis of the data base design parameters 
. 
-
would be a great aid to the data base designer. The quanti• 
•• 
tative analysi_s included in Step 9 bf the procedure yields 
• information concerning which parameters are significant to · 
GDBMS performance and which are not significant. Analysis 
may-al~o reveal the optimal option of a parameter for a 
specified situation. 9 
3 .1 Logical pa:t1 ~truct1ar1 
-~ 
'The first step in the procedure is to model· a real 
world situation by means of data-items, record type·s, and 
s·et types. Set types indicate relationships that exist 
between enti tie~. The r.elationships may b·e represented 
either by a hi-erarchica.l structure or by a network structure 
(Figure 1.1). The network (or hierarchical) structure is 
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the model of a real world situation in the data base. A 
GDBMS which permits network structures is more flexible and 
I . 
& • . . 
. allows.- more accurate representation of real world si tua- · 
tions than a GDBMS which permits only hierarchical struc-. 
tures. How to·develop a set of.relationships from a real 
.. . 
world·situation is a problem.beyond the scope of this thesis, 
Furthe~ description of the network (or ·hierarchical) 
structure yields a iogical data st~ucture •. The logical 
data structure includes ~es and attributes of eacn data~ 
item and name, data-items, and attributes-of each record 
•· . 
type. The logic~l structure. also i·ncludes ·owner record. 
type,.member record type, and set attributes of each set 
'type. 
.. 
One or more data base design parameters will ·· be varied 
• 
during the experiment. The data base design parameters 
which. are not varied must be ·controlled at a fixed option · 
thro.ughout the experiment • The options assigned to these 
.. 
parameters could be those which are·representative of an 
application system. If the procedure is being performed 
for the general case, one could assign to these parameters· 
' ' " • ti! 
' . . 
the opt.ion values that permit ·the widest_ choice in GDBMS 
transactions against the data base, since it.is through 
GDBMS transactions that performance data is collected. 
A.s an example, ,·set linkage NEXT-PRIOR-OWNER permits more 
. 
GDBMS transactions than doss set linkage NEXT. The NEXT-
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PRIOR-OWNER op.tion pe.mits access of ·record occurrences in 
- ·- __ , .,. ...... ., 
. ' three directions, whereas the NEXT option permits access in 
only one direct·ion. 
r "'•. ·. ·,, 
' 
. 3.2 PbYsical storage struci1are 
A logical data st·ructure may be represer1ted by many 
physical storage struct.ures. Storage structure is·· the ac•· 
·tual representation of data in physical storage. Storage 
structure includes where r.ecord occ:urrences are. physically 
located in the data base, whether or not set occurrences 
u.e grouped together physically,· and the perc_entage of' 
occupancy, or fullness, of the data base. 
.... . ' 
. The experimenter should either have control over, .·or-
.. 
t 
knowledge of, where record occurrences are physically loca-. 
ted in the data base, I When the GDBMS permits control over· 
placement, record occurrences could be arranged throughout 
·the data base according to a specified distribution -(e.g., 
· normai distribution or uniform .distribution). With a normal 
distribution, the percentage of occupancy varie.s from sub-
division to sub-division of the data base. With a uniform, 
. distribution,, the percentage o·f occupancy is approximately 
l 
equal for all sub-di visions: of the data base. When the 
- . 
.. 
~ . 
experimenter does not have control over placement, .he sho~~, 
,? 
.have a means of obtaining information concerning the location ,· 
' 
. 
of rec'.ord oc.currences,_ sine.a-. this· information mtfy be useful 
'·' ~ in the analysis step. 
., 
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. The percentage of occupancy of t·he total data base 
must., be determined by the experimenter. It should be· repre-
sentative of the future data base if the procedure is being 
followed for a sp~cific application case. Currently, the 
percentage of occupancy. is a q~estionable value. Until 
percentage. of occupancy is evaluated.'with respect to stor-
age space and performance time, an optimal pereentage is 
· not known. I-f the experimenterp, intends to add new records 
and perform maintenance on the data base in sub~equent ex• 
periments, a sma·11er initial percentage of occupancy. is · 
desired, This ,per·centage must be controlled for the dur•-
,. 
tion of each experiment. 
).) Data 
The data to pe loaded into the data base should be 
. 
controlled such that the analyst not only knows the data 
. 
values·, but he knows that these values will remain constant 
fo~_ each data base design in the experiment •. Using the same 
data values removes a source of variation.in the experiment, 
"' These data values could be true data from an existing data 
file, formulated data which represents a real application 
. 
system, or random numbers which·represent future data. If 
the analysis .is aimed ata specific application system, an 
experiment using true or formulated data may result in more 
accurate analysis of GDBf.1S performance.with re1&pect to the . 
future workload. - If the analysis,is aimed at general 
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results which will be applied to ~ny application syst.ems, 
,·•''• 
random numbers may be sufficient. Random numbers could be 
generated· within ·pr~..:'determined l_imi ts to simulate future 
. . 
data. · The r~nge o~ values for each data .. item can be con-· -· 
' 
tro·11ed by the analyst, 
., The analyst must also. control th~ number of record 
occurrences and set occurrences for each record .:type and, 
. --~ 
q 
·set ty.pe respecti·vely. Unless the procedure is performed 
·for the general case, the number ·of record occurrences and 
set occurrences should be representative of either a true, 
or a typical, appli~ation systffm. These can be determined 
~ , 
by studying the data relationships in the application sys~ 
tem, The total amount of data to be entered into the data· 
• 
' 
base is computed from the data base size and the desired 
percentag~ of occupancy, 
Number of Bytes of Data = Perce·ntage of Occupancy X 
Total Bytes Available - · 
Number of Bytes_ of Overhead 
J.4 Data. Base 
When the logical.data structure and the physical stor-
age structure have been specified, then the data base can 
\l 
be initialized and data entered into the data ba~.~. Data is 
entered into the data base by means of a loader program. 
The- loader program is-written in a host language and commun-
icates. with t~e data base through GDBMS .:.Data ~nipula'tion 
,, 
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. . Language (DML) statements •. - The loader program ·reads the 
input records conta.ining data valu~s, transfers these da~a 
values to the appropriate record· description, .and st-ores the 
record occurrence -by c.alling the DBf.1S subroutines through 
DMt statement$. Thus, the record occurrences· are physically 
stored through the S.TORE·transaction. _The loading-proce-., ~ 
. 
dure ~us t be controlled and should be -·-represents.ti ve of · 
· how data is expected to be entered into the data base in a 
real or typical application system. Two types of loading 
procedures area entering data down the hierarchy, then 
across the level, or entering data across the level, then 
down the hierarchy ( Figm•e · 3 .1 ).. · Loading procedure is a 
parameter that may be studied 't>y varying the possible 
options. 
).S Data Baae Desi@ Parameters 
In an experiment, one or more data base design paramet~ 
ers ,are chosen as the independent variables •. It the par-
ameter is associated with record type or set type, one or 
more record types or set types respectively are selected for 
whi.ch the parameter is varied. Each parameter of each rec-
!) ord type .or set-type must be varied with all combinations 
ot ever.,y oth~r parameter. Thus ,_·· the experiment is a factor-
ial experiment. A factorial-exl'eriment is advantageous 
over other types ·of experiments because, (26) ',.,.,, .. 
... 
1·. It reduces · the amount ot exj,erimentation that ·Jila.Jly 
so 
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' 
one-factor-at-a-time experiments wouldreqµj,re. 
2. All the data can be. used.in computing all effects. 
j. Some informat~on is d~rived on·the possibl~ inter-
,. action l)etween different factor,. 
As an example, the location mode parameter h~s ·three. ·options 
. . . 
(Table 2.1)'-. It location mode were stud·ied tor two differ-
ent record types, there would be three times three, or nine, 
combinations·. _ 
To reduce complexity, the ·entire procedure could be_ 
repeated many times, varying fe~e.r parameters, rather th:8,n 
perf ormir.ig the procedure one time, vaI'ying ... many parameters. 
• " 'P 
With the former method, parameters which are determined in 
. ~ 
·one experiment to be insignificant with respect to GDBMS · 
performance, could be he.ld constant ·at any level in sub-
sequent.experiments. Parameters which are determined to be 
significant, could be assigned the options that yielded 
. ~ 
optimal performance • Performing the procedure many time"•. 
varying few parameters, could, however, result in.the loss 
of determination of possible interaction·ettects. 
3·. 6 Performance Criteria. 
. A performance criteria is needed in order to evaluate 
various data base designs. The performance criteria could 
be elapsed time and number of -- EXecute Channel Programs (EXCPs) 
per transaction. Elapsed time indicates the amount ot time 
necessary to complete a GDBMS transaction~. Number ot EXCPa 
I 
• 
' ; . I 
J -· ~ :... . . • • • • 
S2 
• 
-
. ' 
• 
- ----------------------~----·-·· 
. . 
• 
• 
• 
. ..• . -
.' , I 
I 
,, 
indicates the nlDDber of input/output- o_perations necessary 
'• 
"' 
to complete a GDBMS ·transaction. Both elapsed. time:· and 
number.of EXCPs indicate how quickly a' GDBMS .c~mpletes its 
tasks and usually·represent costs associ~ted with performing 
. 
transactions. Elapsed time and number of EX~Ps.~e the de-
pendent variables in the experiment. · The . option o·t a para-
---·-·------·----------------·.·---·---··-·· -- . ( . ' 
meter that results in the lowest average elapsed time and/or· 
. the lowest ayerage number of EXCPs for a· gi~~P GDBMS trans-
action will ·be defined as the optimal option for that ti-ans-
. 
.. ' 
action for a specified situation, 
3,7 Monito:c 
Essential to the experiment is the availability ot a 
method of obtaini~g performance (e.g., timing and EJCCP) 
a data. One method is to link-edit a monitor program with 
the user programs such that transactions against the data· 
base· are intercepted by the monitor, which collects per-
formance data. The monitor must collect performance dat~ 
only on the GDBMS transactio~s, not on any other operations 
of the user programs, The performance data.will be analyzed 
during the.statistical analysis step, 
3 ~ a . ·synthet1o Bencbptarks 
When the data base contains data, transactions against· 
the data base are accomplished through GDBMS Data Manipul~ 
. 
ation·Language (DM~) statements. The three cat~go~ies ot 
...... , ... ,~::.;. S3 
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.. 
.. ~ .. 
DML statements are control, retrieval; and modification 
(Table 2.2). Control transactions are· performed only one 
. . . ' . '-,I 
time in each user program (Section·2.2.1)." Modification 
transactions can only . be performed on a record·. occurrence. 
after it-has been retrieved (Section 2.2.J). Thus,. control 
and.modification transactions are not ·indicative of GDBMS 
-- i 
• It:,. 
. ~ , 
performance. Because retrieval transactions are pertonned 
-
. many times d~ing execution of user programs, t.hey are the 
most important transactions to co~sider when studying GDBMS 
performance. 
The retrieval transactions are performed· ·within syn-
thetic benchmarks, which are actually run on the configura-
tion studied. Synthetic benchmarks are compute·r programs 
• 
·intenqed to be representative of a future workload, but 
they·include ~nly pertinent GDBMS transactions and eliminate 
. . 
extraneous operations. Each benchmark may contain one·or 
. 
more r~trieval transactions, performed one or more times in 
retrieving record occurrences. 
The synthetic benchmarks should be run on the computer 
, I 
in a monoprogramming environment to rule out any effects ot 
' a multiprogramming·environment. The results ot running in 
a mul tipr·ogramming ,environment are not as important as the 
results of running in a monoprogramming environment because 
~- Q 
the results are mea~ingful only for that one rate ot multi-
programming (40). The experi~ent woul~ have to be repeated 
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many times in a multipr~grainming environment in· order to 
rule out ·· any vari·ation in GDBMS per-formance due to th-is 
environment. . 
3,9 ·statis;tica1·Analysis 
. After the performance. data has.been collected, statis-
tical analysis on the.data will ~ender meaningful ·results. 
. .......... . 
The performance data for each GDBMS transaction inc·luded 
in the experiment is studied ~epara-tely. Initial study ot·· 
. 
the data reveals the mean, variance, and range of values 
of elapsed time and/or number of input/output operations 
for each data base design. If there are any outliers, they 
should be removed from further consideration. 
Assumptions about the data base designs are stated in 
~ terms of ·hypotheses. For each data base design parameter,· 
a hypothesis may assume that there is no effect ot the 
parameter on GDBMS performance (as measured by the perform-
ance criteria). Additional hypotheses may aesume that there 
. 
l 
are rio. interactions between two o~ more parameters. A -test 
of each hypothesis reveals whether to accept or reject the 
hypothesis. For example, analysis or variance reveals 
whether or not varying a specified parameter affects per-
formance (26). The observed F-ratio at k and n degrees of 
freedom, Fk., where k ,is the degrees of freedom of the ,n 
, 
numerator ( e.g. , a parame·ter) and n is the degrees ot . 
freedom of the denominator (e.g., the residual) is computed 
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dur-ing the analysis of variance. The test of a hypothesis 
is made· using the critical region of t·he F-distribution. 
"' 0 
If Fk,n ~ Fi-a• then the hypothesis is rejected. If 
,: 
Fk,n ~ Fl-a' then the hypo~h~sis is accepted •. 
If. there is an ,rtect · on performance of a· p·arameter, -
•. 
the technique of orthogonal. contrasts indicates whether · 
, this effe-ct is linear or quadratic, etc. ( 26) • Orthogonal 
• 
contrasts are ·set up prior to experimentation. The number 
'-. 
. 
of contrasts should not exceed the number of degrees ot 
freedom 'between the factor means. 
Duncan•s· Multiple Range -Test is used to determine 
. . 
~ whether or not the elapsed time means or the EXCP means 
for each ~ata .base design are significant (26). The means 
are ordered from low to high.· The standard error of the 
mean for each data base design is computed using intorma .. 
tion from the·analysis of variance table. Whether or not 
means are significantly different is determined by com• 
puting the signi~icance of observed ranges between means 
using Duncan's Table (26). 
The above analyses can be used to determine whether.or 
not there is an effect of a data.base design parameter on 
· GDBMS performance. Duncan• s test can be used ·to ., order the 
means, and thus, to .indicate the o_ptimal set of options· tor 
a specified situation. These analyses are to be completed 
for every GDBMS transaction·studied·in· the experi~ent. 
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CHAPTER 4 
AN EXPERIMENT.UTILIZING THE .GENERALIZED PROCED~ 
~ An experiment, which utilizes the generalized procedure 
described in Chapter), is presented in Chapter 4. The pre-. 
.sentation incl~des describing the data base, defining the 
. 
.... " 
. 
-independent. and dependent variables, and discussing the ex-
perimental procedures. The results of this experiment are 
\ 
discussed in Chapter S. 
4 •. 1 Lo&ica,1 Data stryct11re 
- ---- ··-- - --- - ~- ·-
"t - ... - ~ - ,, ~ ... . . ... ______ .. ---- ----- - - - ---- ---- --- - -- ~- . ·" - - . . .- . - . 
- - . -
-- - ---- -- ---- ... ·- ---- - - . 
IDMS.permits network structures to model real world 
~ situations in the data base. The network structure de-
, 
signed for the experiment (Figure 4.1) consists of five 
record .types and five set types. The data structure illus-, 
.. 
trates the various set relationships permitted· by IDMS. · 
One record type (DEPTMENT) is an owner of two sets. Another 
record type (RELATE) is a member of two sets. Three record 
. 
types ( DEPT1'4ENT, EMPLOYEE, and PROJECT.) are examples of' a 
record type that is a member of one set-and an owner ot 
another set. These owner-member set relationships are the 
building blocks of the network structur,. 
The set relationships in Figure 4.1 model the situa-
tion in which one company has many departments, each 
S1 
' . 
• 
. to: 
• 
0 
-
,, 
,, 
,_.. f; 
COMPANY 
CD 
DEPARTMENT 
DP DM 
PROJECT EMPLOYEE 
PR 
,. RELATIONS~IP 
... 
,NETWORK DATA STRUCTURE 
:~····"', 
INCLUDING 5. RECORD TYPES AND S SET TYPES 
FIGURE 4,1 
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department having both employees and ·projects_. ·Typical 
\ . 
' data-items to include. in the company. record are company . 
·· naine, location, ··and president. The- departmertt record 
-
. . . 
. . . 
·. •.•. . . 
. . . . . . . . . could include the _dat~-1tems1 . d,partment number, de.partment " 
. 
. . "'· .,. ~ 
'¥-.. "' . ,. . / . 
,.· 
.,, ... 
title, a~d d·epartment-head • The employee recorcl·could. in-
-
·· ··~ ~~ud-e-the --data-items-, - -emp·l·oyee namlr,---sociil];.:. s ec~ity · num~ -. · ------ -- - - ------- -----. -
ber, ·· job duty code, and starting- date. ThQ project record 
· could include the data-items, project number, project 
title., starting date, and resource allo.cation. - The rela-
tionship record is a means of relating a .projec:t to .an_ em-
ployee (and vice-versa) by specifying how much time and/or 
money employee X has spent on pro.ject Y. The relationship· 
record-permits .two re1ationships, one employee working on 
many projects and one project being worked on by many em-
. 
ployees •. With the relationship record, these two rela-
tionships are possible with no redundancy ot data. 
Purt~er description ot· the network structure yields a 
logical data st~ucture. Certain ·data base design para-
meters must remain constant throughout the experiment. 
0 
Because the experiment is performed for the general case, 
. 0 it is desir•ble to assign to th~se parameters: the option 
. 
. 
t;,.·' 
values· that permit the wi(iest choice in GDBMS tran,actions· 
. 
. . . 
Q, 
against the data base. It .is only through the. GDB&~S trans-
. actions that. perfo.rmance data can--+\>e (Collected, · · · · 
The data base de.sign paramete~ that determine tbi 
. · .59. , .
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, 
-logical structure of the data base order,· set link• 
' 
· · age; and set me~bership t·ype. Options of these three para-
. . 
. . 
meters must be specified in the sch-ema for every se·~ type. 
In the experimental data base, set order is·defined $.S 
. . . 
NEXT for every set type exce'~t DM, which is studied "in the . 
t ;, • 
~ ---
- elf-periment!.~- - '-Phe----set--type Drll has sorte·d order so that· occur- --
rences of the employee record type are ;logically in ascend-
.. ing order for each set occurrence. With ascending logical 
' . 
. J order, m~r~ searching is requ~red to store or retrieve. a 
specifi~ record occurrence. Nevertheless, many applications 
. 
require sorted order set types, thus rendering analysis on 
. 
such set types meaningful to data ba$e designers. 
All set linkages are NEXT-PRIOR-OWNER, that is, next, . 
• 
prior, ~downer chain pointe~s are presient in each set 
') 
occurrence. Next, prior, and owner pointers allow access 
.. 
of record occurrences to proceed in three directions. NEXT• 
PRIOR-OWNER set linkage is typical °'f real application re-
quirements and permits many typical transactions against 
the data base (e.g. , Find next r~·cord in set, Find prior 
. record in set, and Find owner record of set) • 
All set relationships are declar.ed OPTIONAL-AUTOMATIC. 
The AUTOlV'.ATIC ·part causes set linkages to be established 
automatically whenever a member record occurrence is 
stored. The OPTION part.allows set linkage to be removed 
without deleting the record occurren.ce from the data base. 
J 
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-OPTIONAL-AUTOMATIC set membership type simplifies loading 
of data into the data base and simplifies maintenance Qt. 
. . . . --~ 
the data· in .,the data base. 
··~-: 
The complete logical data structure is declared in 
I-D?4S thr~u-gh a schema. .The schema describes the record 
types and set types and their resp~cti ve opt~ons. · The 
logical data structure of the experimental data base is.· 
described using IDMS terminology in Figure 4.4 • 
. 
4.2 fhvsical Stgraie Structvcc 
The data base design parameters that determine phys.1- · 
cal storage structure are record location mode, area place-
ment per record type, number of pages per area, number ot 
areas per data base, page size, and number of buffers. 
Location mode and area placement must be specified in 
i 
the schema·tor each record type. The options of location 
, 
mode are. ,CALC, DIRECT, and VIA ( Sec~ion 2 .1 • 2) • IDMS re-
quires at leas.t one CALC . record type _as an entry into the 
data base. In the experimental data base, the location 
mode of the COMPANY record type is CALO, defining -the top 
·level of the hierarchy as the entry into the data base, 
The location mode.of the EMPLOYEE record type, which is 
the record type.studied in the experiment, is varied during 
the experiment among the possible options. The location 
mode of the DEP~NT, PijOJECT, an4 RELATE record types is 
DIRECT to allow the experimenter co~trol over placement 
• 
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of record c;,ccurrences. Recot~ oc~urrei:i~eS' having location 
mode -DIRECT may be stored-on all pages ot the data.base in 
' -· . 
... {) 
. a pre-.defined manner. By specifying DIRECT .for all p·os-
· sible record types, the exper~menter ·can control not only·. 
the.percentage-of occupancy of the total data-base, but 
-also the percentage of occupancy_ot individual page~ within 
' 
. . ~ . 
~the data base, 
• 
.,. 
The area· placement of . each record type is def-ined as 
. the whole area, whi.ch is the whole: data base. Dividing the 
data base into more than one area is mea~·ingful only it the 
data bas·e is to_ be acc;:essed concurrently by many user pro-
,. 
grams. With more than one area, one program may update one 
area, while another program retrieves data from another 
• 
area ("Section 2.1.1)~ Because the synthetic programs access 
the data.base in a monoprogramming environment in the ex-
periment, it is not necessary to divide the data base into 
more than one area. The IDMS performance results for one 
area should be valid for all similar areas of·a larger data 
' 
' base. Thus, the.area included in the experiment can be 
viewed as a subset of a large data base. 
The data base parameter associated with area is number 
,, ' 
ot pages. The experimental data base consists of one area 
contain·ing·, 500 pages, Five-hundred pages are sufficient 
for obtaining meaningful performance data and achieying 
. 
. . the objective of this experiment. "Each page
0 
is )1S6 byte$, 
• 
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which occupies .one-fourth track of a 3330 .disc p~ck. Be~ 
cause there are 500 pages, eac~ consisting of )156 bytes, 
there are 1 ,.578,000 -bytes of total storage available-. 
· A par~meter ass~ciated with the total data base is 
,. ,,, 
number of buffers. IIJ.15 allows three to· twenty-five· buffers 
· to be allocated. Number of buffers is an independent vari-
able in the--e-xperiment and ·will be varied among' the options 
;, 10, and 25 buffers. 
" Percentage of occupancy of individual pages, as well as 
of th·e total data base, also determin·es the physical stor-
age structure.· By varying the fullness of individual pages 
from zero per _cent to one-hundred per cent, various effects 
due to ful,lness may be observed. Any differences between 
retrieving records from almost empty or almost filled pages 
lJ 
• 
can be studied. By placing record occurrences across the 
. ' ' data base according to a normal distribution, some pages are 
empty, whereas other pages are filled or half-filled (Figure 
r 4.2).· A data base designed in this manner is available tor 
further experimentation_. Occurrences of the record types 
that have DIRECT location mode·are placed according to a 
database-key, which is the result of a tr~nsformation on a 
pseudo-random number from .. a pseudo-random number generator 
for the N(0,1) ·normal density function (Figure 4.)). The 
t· - . 
database-key specifies the page on which the record occur-
i. 
rence is,to be stored • 
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SUBROUTINE RNORM(X, Y,ANS) 
70 
. Ii (Y.EQ.2) GO 'IO 70 
PI=l.11117· 
1l 1=RUNIF (X) 
X=U1 
lJ 2=RUNIF (X) 
X=U2 
-U1:U1/8192 . 
U2•U2/8192 . 
'. · · -tp1'Rf::1 ==S\lRT .. ( - i * ALOG ( U 1.) ) 
. PA,a'I:2.;;.2:!:·£1.* 02.,. 
X 1::PART 1 •cos (.P ART2)"-.,; 
X2=PART1*$Il\(PABT2) . 
ANS=X1 
Y=2 
RET.URN 
ANS=X2 
Y~-1 
RETURN 
ENO 
. i 
DBKEY-= 2S6*(X * 8).) + 2SO) 
G 
l 
PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 
FOR THE N ( 0, 1 ) NORMAL· DENSITY FUNCTION 
FIGURE 4,3 
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.FO!iCT·ION. RU·NIF (X) 
Y=12s·•x 
. ;·· 
Z=8192 
t~AMOD (Y, Z) 
' . ' ,• ·-·-· . 
RUNIF=Y 
~~. .,..:f-_-~ '• ., ·.· t;· .. £'·-1.,,.&r·u~-~~ -- . 
END 
= RUNIF(X)/8192 
i,. 1-· 
.{• .,r 
• 
.. : 
·' 
• I 
.· 
PSEUDO-RANDOM NUMBER GENERATOR 
··, 
:f 
;,·· 
POR THE (0,1) UNIFORM DENSITY FUNCTION 
.. 
FIGURE 4.:,· (con~.)· 
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The percentage ot occupancy of the total data base is 
approxiinate~y sixty~four per .. ~ent, which allows for future 
., :' 
maint~nance and ·expe'rimentation. It was ·previous.ly stated 
that a total of 1,5?.8,000·bytes are allocated for the.data 
base-•. S~xty-four per cent of 1,578,000 bytes is· 1:1 009,920 
bytes. IDMS fixed ove,rhead. is one· page (Page 0,) plus 
' i 
thirty~two byt.es . per · pag~-~ ~~~_IDMS overh~ad __ _p_er .. r_ecc.ord.~occur~ 
·rence is eight. bytes plus four bytes p_er chain pointer • 
• 
Without loss of generality and tor convenience in de--
. . 
termin.:i.ng the number o.f record . occurre.nces per record type, 
assume that each owner .record in a set· oc·currence has the 
same number of member· record occurrences. The exception is· 
the relationship record, which has fewer occurrences for 
• 
m2:11ageability. If there are N COMPANY record occurrences 
in the da~a base, then there.are N2 DEPTMENT record occur:-· 
ren.ces, N3· EMPLOYEE record occurrences, Nl .. PROJECT record 
-
occurre~ce~, and N)(N/4) RELATE rec~rd occurrences. The 
. 
set ·relatio~ships_ are such that each company has N depart-· 
ments, each department having N employe.e and N projects.· 
Each project is worked on by (N/4) employees. 
. ~ 
In addition, without loss· ot_generality, assume the 
_lengths of all record types are equai,. Record·length does 
. ' 
not appear to atf ect performance because ·IDMS .-· retrieves · the 
entir/ page on which a retrieved record occurrence is stored, 
regardless of the record length, 
68 
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. . The number of bytes occupie.d · ~n · the data. base by- · record 
. . . . . . 
·. . . . . . . . . . . . • h . . . : ·. . . " . 
. occurr.ences. and -IDMS. ov.erhead is .. gi·ven by .the equation, 
NtJMBER ·oF BYTES = FIXED oVERHEAo · + 1'.!:<N1JMBaR op ·· I\ECORDSJ1 x · Ii? , . . •. 
. UI' . . 
. . .. 
· ·. (RECGRD LENGTHl · + PO:tNT]m · OVERHEAD! + Iim9 
' ' . 
. 
. I. 
RECORD0VERJiEAD1) 
' 
where each · i · represents .. ~ ~~~or-4 type •.. ~s an example 1 ...,,,_· . 
. NUMBER·op .BYTES= ·312i. ..... ____ 32. ...... x __ ·soo +. N(X + 16 +_ 8)c + N2 (X + 28 
+ ~·8)-+ N:3(x + 20 + 8) + N:l(x + -20 + 8) + 
N3(N/4) (X + 24 + 8) 
where 3124 represents the fixed overhead c,f ·page O_-and · 
)2 x· 500- represents- the fixed overhead-per page.for SOO 
. 
___ pages. The total number of bytes · occupied by e·ach record 
type is indicat~ed ·by one of the five remaining terms in the 
• 
above equation. 
. 
. Since the de~i~ed percentage o~ occupancy is sixty-tour 
per cent, NUMBER· OF B~TES is --equal to 1 , 009, 92·0 bytes • The 
record length (X) is set at forty bytes. Then N -equal to 
fourteen is. the integer that best satisfies:the-above equa• 
. 
tion. Thus, there _are 14 depar1?nents · ·per compnay, 14 1JmpJ9y-
. \ . 
. 
ees per department, 14 projects per department, and·) employ-
ees working on eac.h project. In total, there are 14 com-
panies, 196 departments, 2744, employee~, 2744prc,jects, and 
· 8232 relatio~ship r.ecords. The percentage of oc(lupancy 
,; 
varies slightly (less than one per cent) when employee 
. . 
record·type is assigned locatio".mode CA.LC. With C.A:LC loca-. 
r 
" 
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tion mode, two additional pointers (eight bytes) per :c,ecord 
occurrence are required. 
4.3 Data 
The q.ata to be loaded into the data· base remains constant 
throughout the experiment, which removes a- s·ource of varia~, 
tion. ·The data values for data-items are obtained from a 
~seudo-random number generator (Figure 4 •. 3). T·he data values 
are particularly important with respect to the EMPLOYEE rec-
i. 
ord. occurrences because the occurrences are.· 1ogically stored 
in ascending order within each set occurrence. The data 
. values for occurrences of the other record types are not 
pertinent to this particular experiment, but could be useful 
• in further experimentation, 
The logical order of record occurrences for the EMPLOYEE 
record type is determined by the value of a data-item in the. 
record, ·The logical order of record occurrences for the 
other. ·.record types is the order in which they ar·e entered 
into the data base, The physical order of all the record 
types is controlled. Depending on the location mode of.the 
record type, physical placement of a record occurrence is 
determined by the value of either~ database-key or a speci-
fied data-item. The value·of the database-key or data-item 
. 
is obtained from·a ·pseudo-random number generator (Figure 
4. :3). Thus, both the. logical order and physical order ot 
I; 
record occurrences are c~ntr~ll,ed and known by·. the experi• 
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4.4 Data Base .· . 
The logical ·data struct~e and the.physica.1 storage 
structure are 'specified· in IDM~ by··· a schema. The schema for· 
the· experimental .. data base is presented in Figu're .4.6. · The 
' ., . 
· option& for all data base .design parameters, except page. 
size and number of buffers, are declared through the schema • 
• 
The page size and number of buffers are specified by means 
of a utility program which initializes the data base • 
Data is entered into the data base·through ~ loader 
program, The loader program is written in COBOL and commun~ 
icates with the data base throug):l IDMS PML statements. The 
data values, which were generated.· using a ps~udo-random num• 
b·er genera tor , are input to the loader program. The record 
occurrence·s, which .are stored in the data base, are output 
from the loader program. After transferring the input data 
to the appropriate record description, the pr_ogram performs 
the ID11S transaction STORE RECORD, which transfers the 
record occurrence from the working storage area ot the load-
er· program to a page. in the data base. At the time1 of ·phy• 
I • 
,\ 
sical placement, the chain pointers to all of its members 
. 
· and owners are · placed in the record-· occm:re.nce. 
The loading procedure is entering data down the,hie~-
~-··archy, then across the level (Figure :,,1.). This proc,dure 
· i.s typ,ical of true appli.cation systems in which data is· 
·, 
., 
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SCHEMA DESCRIPTION. 
SCHEMA NM1E IS· .1DMS. 
AO'IH·OR.. GECRGINE LALIS·H • 
AREA D.ESCRUTION. 
.., 
AREA NAME IS TEST RANGE .IS 1 THRU 500 •. 
R·ECORD CESCRIPTIO N. · 
· RECORD . · NAME IS COMPANY. . . ~ . 
. . 
RECORD· 10···1s. 100. 
• . , . • .• - . .,:&., .. 
. . 
LOCATION .MODE IS CALC. USING COMP.:'NAME_. .DUPL.YCATES · ARE LAST. 
' : .. . ' . " ' . 
·WITHIN 'IEST .AREA •. 
· 02 ., · COll!PNAME . . PIC S:9 (·8) . CO.MP.·• 
Q2 COMPNUM PIC ··59·(8) COMP. 0 • 
. ' 
02 .. itLLER PlC · X (32) VALUE ·s.PAC1·!S •. • J., .. , --·•e·,--, • ··-
~ECO,!{D . NAME IS DEP'l'MENT. . 
RE.CORO. ID IS 200. . .. 
LOCATION MODE· l:S DIRECT. .· ~ 
WltBIN 'IE.ST· AREA. . :, 
02 DEFTNAME PIC s·9(8) COMP. 
02 DEPTNU·M PIC S9 (8) . ·COMP •... 
02 r1 ILLER PlC X-(32) VALUE. SPACES •. 
RECORD ~ME IS Pl<OJECT: . i,; 
RECORD ID IS. 300. · 
LOCATION. MODE .IS CIREC'f: •. 
WITHIN TEST AREA. . .. 
.; 
02 PROJNAME P·IC. S9·(8) .. COMP. . ·· 
0 2 PROJ'NUM P 1c·· s 9 ( 8) · -- co:MP ·-
02 FILLER PIC X (3 2) VALU-E .-s,PACEs.· 
RECORD NAME IS EMELOYEE. : -'" 
RECORD IC ·1s 400. 
LOCATION MODE IS CALC USING EMPNAME ·.DUPLICATES AR·E LAST. 
· WI1:HIN -~ 'IEST ARIA.. ' ,~ 
0,2 EMPNAME PIC S9 (8) · CO.MP. 
0·2 EMPNUM PIC .S9 (8) COM:P •. 
02 F1LLER PIC X(32), VALUE ·sPACES • 
. RECORD NAME IS RE.LATE. 
RJ:";COR!l ID IS 500. · ·. 
LOCATI'ON l-'IODE l:S DIRECT. 
WITHIN tEST AR.EA. I} . . 
02 'RELDATE 
·02 RELNUM 
0·2 FILLER 
SE'I DES-CRIPTION. 
SET NAt\!E IS CD. 
ORDER IS NEXT. 
PJ:C S9 {.8) COMP.· 
FIC S9 (8) CO.MP .• 
-· PIC :X-(32J · VALUE· SPACES. 
,MODE IS. CHAIN LI1'I<ED TO PBIOR. 
'OWNER ·1s COMPl\NY 4 
· NEXT DB.KEY POSITICN ·. IS 1 
~ . PRIOit ·. D·BI<EY. POSilIO.N ,IS · 2 • 
,,.,..._. 
; . 
,_ 
.. .... 
I 
.. · MEMBER IS DEPTP..ENT o.PTIONAL AUTO.!Ul'l'l:C . 
. SCHD'A. :FOR· DATA· .. BA.SE 
• • • • ' f ' ' • 
-~ PIGlJRE 4.6 
,, 
• 
• 
.. 
• 
.. 
- ~~ --- ~-- ... _ .. 
.. --"------~~ 
C 
·--- -- -~-~--- ... . . 
. . . 
• 
;.·, ... 
_;' 
. ' .. ~ . ~· ·. ':';' ·~ ' 
.. 
• 
• 
. 
·. . . 
. . 
. ·- .. -·-··--
. . . 
- ·LINKED. TO .CWN~ 
... 
. . ··-·· . --·-·--·-- .... ~ ...... ---~---~ .... -... • ~., .. 
NEXT -DBKEY FOS1TICN IS 1 
·PRIOR· OBKEY .FOSITION. IS 2 
.~ CW~ER DBKEY P~_IT ION IS 3 
SET NAME.IS OP. 
ORDER· -IS NEXT. 
MODE IS CHAIN. LINKED 'IO PRIO·R. 
OWNER.IS'DEETMENT 
. ., ... - . ' . 
NEX'I,. DBK~Y- POSITION IS . 6 
PRICR DBl<EY PCSIT·ION. IS .. 7. 
MEMBER IS PROJECT -OPT10NAL AU,:t>NATJ:C .. 
.Lil\l<ED · TC CWN:ER · · 
NEXT.· o·BKEY POSITION- I-S ·. 1· 
PRIOR DBKEY FCS·ITION IS ··2 
OWNER DBKEY POSI:T-ION IS 3 
SET NAMEIS DM. 
ORDER IS-SORTED. 
.. 
,., . 
MODE IS CHAIN UiKED TO P.RI:OR. .. 
OWNER IS DEPTMENT 
NEXT DBKE~ .POSITION IS 4 .... 
P.RIOR DBKEY FOSIT!ON IS ·.5 •. 
;, 
. MEMBER IS EMPLC~.EE OPTIONAL AOl'OMATl:C 
LINKED _ TO CWNEF, 
- . 
NEXT DBKEY .PO~ITION IS 1 
GPRIOR DBKEY" POSIT.ION IS 2 ~ 
:OWNER DBI<EY iCSIT ION IS -3 
ASCENDING KEY IS EMPNAME 
DUPLICATES A:RE iAST. 
SET NAME .IS PR. 
ORDER IS NEXT. 
MODE IS CHAIN LINKED 'IO P.RIOR. 
O~NER IS FRCJECT 
f, 
-~ . 
NEXt. DBKEY POSITION IS 4 . 
PR.IOR DBKEY POSITION IS 5 •... 
MEMBER IS RELAT,E O~TIONAL AUTOMATIC 
Lll\l<ED TC CWNER 
NEX'l: DBKEY POSITION IS 4 
PRIOR DBREY FCSITION IS 5 
OWNER DBKE~ POSJ:TION IS 6 
SE'I NAME IS. ER. 
ORDER IS NEXT. 
01\NER· 1S EMPLOYEE 
NEXT DBKEl POSITICN IS 4 . . 
PRIOR ·OBKEY FCSIT ION IS 5. · 
MODE IS CHAIN LINKED TO PRIOR. 
MEMBER e,IS RELATE CFTICNAL AUTOMATIC . 
L INAED TO CWNER 
NEXT DBKEY PCSITICN IS 1 
PRIOR DBKEY POSITION IS 2 
OivNER DBI<EY POSIT ION IS 3 . ;, 
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input to the data base in ,the forill1 
one company 
one department 
. ' 
all employees ~n that·departmen~ 
all projects in~ that departmen-t 
-~ 
. . ~. 
; ....... ,. 
.. r .. 
I . . .. 
_,-., .. -· .. _.. ' . ·,· . 
. information concerning which emp_loyees work on each ,. 
- -· 
' . project .. 
·After the experimenter has initialized the. data base and 
' entered data into.it, he may proceed with the next step. 
of the procedure • 
4. 5. Data, Base De,sim -... Parameters. 
\ 
In this experiment, two data base design p~ameters are 
chosen as ·the independent variables. The two independent 
variables are location mode and. number of buffers. A third 
independent variable, which is not a data base design para-
meter, is the replication number of the retrieved record 
occurrence. Replication number refers to the· r.etrieval ot 
a specific record occurrence and will be discussed in 
~ Section 4.a·, 
· ·· Location mode is varie<i for the EMPLOYEE record type. 
.. 
'I . 
.. 
.. 
. It 
(' 
·The .. possible opti·ons are CALC, DIRECT~ and VIA (Section 2,1.2) •. 
Number of buffers is varied as 5, 10; and 25 buffers, · Thus, 
there are three levels of factor 1·(location,mode) and three 
levels of factor 2 (number of buffers)·', Fact~r 1 is · quali~ 
' 
tative·, whereas factor 2 in quantitative. The entire data . 
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. . . • 11 . : . . . . . . . : . . . . . ·.: .. base remains · constant througho~t the .. expetiment, . except · ·tor' 
. . 
these two parameters, Varying each data base design,para-
meter with all com.binations of the other parameter yields. 
nine combinations• 
CA!a.C, S buffers,, CA:Llr~ 10 buffers -cALC, ,. 25 buffers -=_· 
- ~- '• ·-·----- : __ 
DIRECT, .5 buffers DIRECT, 10 bu.'ff'ers DIRECT; 2S butte~s. 
VIA , 5 buffers VIA, 10 buffers VIA, -25 buffers 
These nine combinations represent nine different data base 
. 
designs to be studied in the experiment. For each retrieval 
transaction against the data base, IDr4S. pe~formance will be 
. 
compared for the nine different data base desi~a,._ 
4.6 Performance Criteria 
• 
The: performance criteria for this experiment is- elapsed 
time and- number of EXCPs · per. IDr4S transaction (Section ) • 6) • 
. ,.. These are the two d~pendent variables in the experiment. 
·' 
, ... 
.. 
' 
"' 
~ \ 
Both elapsed time and number of EXCPs indicate how quickly 
IDMS .completes its tasks. The option of a data -~ase design 
' . 
parameter that results i.n the lowe~t average elapsed ~ime 
and/or the lowest number of EXCPs for a given retrie~l 
transaction, will be defined as the opt.imal parameter optio~ 
for that transaction and for the specified si:t~tion • 
4,7 Monito,: .. 
,'•," 
An assembler program is link-edited-with the synthetic 
ibenchmarks in order to _monitor· ··IDMS. perfo~anc·e (Figure 4. ?l, 
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CHAIN OP COMMAND 
DURING EXECUTION OP A USER APPLICATION PROGRAM 
. . 
, 
. USER IIIIS 
-IIIIS APPLICATION IICDllll'OR IN!BRPAOB i DBMS I .. 
,,,•j PROGRAM ROUTINE • 
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·. 1. 
- ... t . 
· : ~he sY!lthetic benchmark. performs · a .~rans~act1on on· the· da.t~ 
base .. l)y calling the IDMS in·terfa.ce routine, which, in. turn, 
" . . 
. ~ 
transfers control ,,-to the DBftS subroutines (Section 2.)) ,." 
'l'he monitor intercepts this call to the IDMS- interface rou• 
. . . 
tine and :notes. the current time and current number· of EXCPs • 
. -- .. -. 
,. ) 
C·ontrol is then trans;ferred to the . interface routine; whic.h, 
'' in turn, transfers control to the appropriE.l~e DBMS Sijbroutine 
·· and the transaction is executed. When the interface routine 
. 
·' 
returns control to the monitor, the monitor notes the new 
. 
current time and current nwnb·er of EXCPs •. After subtract.ion, 
the elapsed time and.· number ot EXCPs for the tr8:llsaction are 
• 
- recorded. Because the clock used by the monitor program is 
-· 
incremen~ed. at a JOO cycle-per-second rate, the performance 
time is accurate to one-third millisecond, 
" The-output data from the monitor is jobname (which in-·., 
dicates the current options for location·mode and number of 
buffers), transaction type, elapsed time, number. of EXCPs, 
and database-key., This data is collected for every IDr4S 
transaction. Other program·s are executed to. extract per-
formance data for the transactions studied, from~ this set ot 
performance·data for all transactions. Sample.monitor output 
data.is presented in Figure 4.8, 
4.8 Synthe:tic Benohm1i:kS 
Transactions . against the data base are accoD)plisbe:d 
tF-ough. IDMS DML sta.tements. The DML statements. are: int·er'9 . 
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JQBNAME 
GAL10PND 
CAL10PND 
CAL10PND 
CAL10PND 
CALtOPND 
CAL10FND 
CAL1,0PND 
CAL10PND 
CAL10PND 
. CAL10PNt> 
OAL10PND 
-.QAL10PND 
CAL10PND 
OAL10PND 
CAL10PND 
CALtOPND 
CAL10PND 
CAL10PND 
J, 
. 
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TRANSACTION 
TYO 
11.APSED NUMBBR. DATABASE 
TJIB IXOPS JIX 
< 6 
S1 
6 
51 
6 
j1 
6 
S1 
6 
St 
6 
St 
6 
S1 
6 
J1 
6 
s~ 
2:,333 1 1,,,,, S 
26666 1 
416666 1,0 
''''' 1 76666 3 
19999 1 
209999 7 
26666. 1 )6666 1 
16666 1 
296666 12 
)3)3) 1 
2933)) 11 13:,:,:,. 1 11,,,, 7 
0 0 )39999 12 
IatS MONITOR OU!'Pft 
PIG.DB '+. 8. 
S89_04 
:,1798 
78598-
67342 
88100 
88102 
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preted during the pr.ecompile phase· and· translated into -the, 
~, 
. ' 
appropriate subroutine calls. _As discussed in Section ).8, · · 
~etrieval trans.actions · are the most important to consi_der 
• when ~.tudying G~BMS_ performance. There are six basic types·_ 
r 
. 
-ot·,·retrieval transactiQns (Section 2.2.--2). It.is not nece-s-
sary to include all retrieval-transactions·in the experiment. 
() 
A pr·operly selected-- subset will be representative of the 
-whole ... Comments on the six format types are presented .below, 
Q;, 
Format. 1• FIND record-name RECORD USING identifier 
This retrieval transaction can be used as- a base 
because there is at most one ·EXCP per transaction. 
The identifier specifies the database-key of a rec-
ord occurrence. Because the database-key indicates 
• 
the page on which the record occurrence is stored, 
~OMS subroutines can go directly" to the spe·cified 
page. If .. the page does not exist in the. buffers, 
"b 
this transaction requires one EXCP. to -·retrieve the 
page, This transaction is included in the subset. 
Format 21 FIND CURRENT OF record-name RECORD 
set-name SET 
area-name AREA 
.. This retrieval transaction is not important to IDMS 
· '"' perfo;rniance- because only a small amount of CPU time 
is involved. Because the·speci:f'ied record occur .. 
:;J.• . 
.. ~ ... rence has been brought into the . buffers,., no EXCPs 
. : "\ ) •·. 
' l•I• 
are required. · 
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Format·· )·1. · 
• FIRST 
LAST· 
" 
• 
: ' ' . 
Since only one record occurrence .may be retri.eved 
-·-
at ·a.· time, NEXT, PR_I.OR, FIRS'T, . and LAst· me~ely · .
. . 
~pecify t.he direction in which the search wi-11- pro .. ·_. 
ceed. One of tnese choices -is re_presenta~_'9 ve o.f ~ 
all four choices. However, · record occurrences in ... a 
set may be grouped different· from record occurrences 
in an area. Thus, both.FIND NEXT record-name.RECORD 
. OF set-name SET and FIND NEXT record-name RECORD OP 
area-name AREA will be included in the subset ·of 
.•transactions. 
Format 41 FIND OWNER RECORD OF set-name.SET ·, 
·In concept, this retrieval transaction is the same 
. ~ 
as that of Format 3 when OWNER chain pointers exist 
0 
in the set type. For example, FIND LAST RECORD OP 
SET is the converse of FIND OWNER RECORD OF SET 
when currently positio~ed. at the last.member of the 
set occurrence •. Thus, it is. not necessary to in- · 
. 
elude this transaction in the subset. 
Format S• FIND l)EXT DUPLICATU record-name. RECORD 
. This transactio_!l may be . used only for record types ,J . 
· with CALC location mode. A record occurrence is .. 
· retrieved with this transaction according. to tlie 
' •. , .. :. . . 
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value of a specifi~ed CALC data~item. · A random_izing . 
algorithm converts this value into· a.database-key, 
Conceptually,.retrievin~: a-reco~d·occurrence based 
on a database-key· derived __ from a randomizing algor-
ithm· i$.similar _to.retrieving a record occurrence 
-·· · 'given the database-key ~irectly (Format· 1) •· ·How- , 
' 
ever, ·more than ene EXCP may be ~quired if there 
is ov:erflo·w of synonyms (i.e. t rec'ord· occurrences 
wi.th the_ .same value for ·the CALC data~item) to pages 
other than the pages the ra.ndomi.zing algorithm 
specifies. If the IDMS · subr,outines do not find the 
record occurrence ·on the page . speclfi·ed by the 
randomizing algorithm, they must use the speci,-1 
CALC pointers to search succesive pages for the 
desired record • 
.. Forma.t 61 FIND record-name RECORD VIA CURRENT_ OP 
set-name SET USING identifier 
This transaction may be used only for record types 
which are members of ordered set types. The order 
may be ascending or descending with respect to a 
"I', 
specified data-item. The DBl1S compares the data 
value of the identifier to values of a specified · 
data-item in the record type until there is a 
match or until the DBMS determines that the value 
does not exist in any record occurrence.· With 
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-----many· member record occurrences· per set occurrenc~, 
... 
the number ··of EXCPs ~equired to complete this trans~. 
.. 
action ·may be .large. This ·transaction .i:s incl_uded 
in the subset·. 
•, Thus, there ~e five .. retrieval transactions to be 
-studied in the experi~ent. These retrieval transactions 
- ' . -
will hereafter be abbreviated as fotrows-1 
- FIND RECORD USING DATABASE-KEY 
I 
FIND NEXT RECORD OF SET 
FIND NEXT RECORD OF AREA 
FIND RECORD (CALC) , 
FI.N·D RECORD VIA CURRENT OF SET USING DATA-ITEM 
Each retrieval transaction in the subset is executed 
• 
through a different synthetic benchmark. With a ditternet 
-
·syntheti(? benchmark· for each transaction, a modular effect 0 
is achieved, f.1odules simplify the addition, dele,tion, or 
modification of transaction routines. Flow chart for all 
'4·. 
0 • 
synthetic benchmarks· are ·presented -in Figures ·4.9 thru 4,13. 
··within each benchmark, a transaction is repeated many 
times to obtain performance data with respect to many dit-
f erent record occurrences. The FIND NEXT RECORD OF SET and . 
. 
FIND NEXT. RECORD OF AREA transactions .are repeated 1·30 times . 
I 
retrieving 130 different record occurrences-. The FIND 
,L.· '., .•.•. RECORD USING DATABASE~KEY, FIND RECOR]l·· {CALO), and FIND 
·\. ~ ~ 
.~ R-ECORD VIA CURRENT OF SET USING DATA-ITEM transactions·· are 
" 1 
t 
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-'repeated 130 times ·tor. 130 different. values· of a specified 
data-item. .Because the pseudQ-random number generator has . 
the· same initial seed·-in each benchmark run, the group ot 
' 
130 values is co.ns~ant for the nine data base designs. The 
,, 
- . first thirty data -points a~e eliminat~d from the analysis 
'. • 
'> 
-,. in ·order that any variation due to.the system not being in 
. 
s_teady stat~ does not influence the results. 
I. 
A third independent-variable enters into the ~xperiment, 
which is replication number of the retrieved record occur-
rence. Each repetition of the retrieval trans~ction is a 
replication. Thus, each replication number represents a 
different_ data-item value. The data-it-em value is constant 
' for the nine different data base designs • In this example, 
• 
there are 100 replication numbers to be included in the 
statisti~al ana~ysis step. 
: Any effect of replication number on IDMS performanc.e 
may be due to physical placement of the record occurrence in 
the··data base, percentage of occupancy of the page on which 
- , 
the record occurrence is physically located, or physlcal 
placement of the current record occurrence with respect to 
' 
. the physical placement of the pr~viously-retrieved record· 
occurrence. Analysis of ,•the performanc·e data ·Will indicate 
which of these thl:~e possibilities is plausible • 
. 4. 9 Proce4Yr1 
" The experiment is· a factorial experimen~ (S·ecti<>n , •. Jl 
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with three factors. One factor is qualitative (location ·. 
.. 
'· mode) and two factors are qu8:~ti ta ti ve ( num.ber of bu~fers 
and replication number). Two factors (location mode and 
' 
number of buffers) are data base design parameters. The 
third.factor (r,eplicati~n riumber) is necessary: so that a 
three-way analysis of variance _Qan be performed. A·two-
. . 
way an_alysis of variance with replications does not ··yield 
. 
. va.lid results . because · the variances within cells ai,-,e quite 
different from one cell to the next. Because three levels 
are defined for the first· and second fa.ctors and 100 levels 
.~ 
are defined for the third factor, the·, JxJxlOO factorial 
. experiment includes 900 differe·nt experimental conditions • 
... 
'One~hundred replications of each transaction are performed 
• 
for nine different data base designs, 
The entire ~xperiment is run on an IBM )70/14S com-· 
puter using 33)0 disc storage facilities. The computer 
... 
I 
programs are run in a monoprogramming environment to re-· 
move a source of varia-tion .due to the effects of a· multipro-
gramming environment. The entire experimental procedw;e is 
presented below, 
1. The data values are generated uslng a pse~do~ 
,random number generator, 
2. The data base is initialized by means of a schema 
' 
and IDr~s utility programs. 
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Number of Buffers= 2S 
J. The data values are entered into ~he data base by 
means of a·load~r program, The loader program is 
precompi·led, compiled, link-edited, and executed,, - · . 
4. The synthetic benchmarks are precomp,\led, compiled,. 
and link-edi11ed with the appropriate subschema •. ·" 
-
. . 0 
. ' s. The synthetic be·nchmarks are .executed, performing 
tran~actions on the· data base, while ·the monitor 
c~llects performance data. 
6. Number of Buffers = 10 
Step 5 is repeated. 
7. Number of Buffers = S 
Step Sis repeated. 
a. 
• 
. 
.. 
Location Mode= DIRECT 
Number of Buffers= 2S 
Ste~s) th~u 7 are repeated • 
9,· Location Mode= VIA 
Number ··or .Buffers = 25 
Steps J thru? are repeated. 
10. All performance data is saved. 
4.10 statistical Analysis 
._.·: 
... 
There are five retrieval transactions to be studied, 
FIND RECORD USING DATABASE-KEY 
FIND NEXT.RECORD OF SET 
FIND NEXT RECORD OF AREA 
.... 
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FIND RECORD (CALC) 
. . ~ . 
FIND RECORD VIA CURRENT OF SET USING DATA-ITEM 
The set of performance data for each transaction is _con--
sidered.separately. Consider the performance data con-
,. • ' . '·1:. • 
cerning each data base design as a subset of t.he set of 
data for each retrieval transaction. The first step in .. · 
,the data analysis is to observe the mean, variance, and 
. range of va:lu~s for each subset of data values. A histo-
gram of the_-'100 replications for·e8ch·data base design 
indicates whether any of the data values are.outliers and 
should be removed from further consideration. Skewness 
and kurtosis values reveal the normality of each subset 
of data. 
• 
Analysis of variance reveals whether or not varying a 
specified data base de~ign parameter affects.performance, 
and whether or.not there -are interaction effects. Specifi-
cally, ·analysis of variance indicates whether to accept or 
reject the following hypotheses tor ·every retrieval trans-
action, 
(/ 
. H11 .The mean- elapsed times are the same regardless of 
the location mode of the chosen record.type • 
.. 
H21 The. mean number of EXCPs are the $ame regardless 
. . of the. 1o·cation _.mode -of the chosen record type. 
HJ, The mean elapsed times are the same regardless of 
the number 9f butters. 
HS1 The mean number of EXCPs·,are the same regardless 
,. 
ot ·the number of buffers. 
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HS1 The mean elapsed times are the.same regardless·ot 
the replication number. 
H61 1 The mean number of EXCPs are the same regardless 
of the rep_lication ·number. 
• 
• 
. . 
. ' 
H7a There is no interaction .. effect be tween·- ioca-ti~n -·· ----- -~ --------------- -- -:-
.. 
• 
mode and number--~-ot buffers. 
-
H81 There is no interaction effect between location 
mode and replication number, 
H91 
. 
There is no interaction effect between number ot 
buffers and replication number. 
An analysis of variance with interactions is run for each· 
retrieval transaction. The models area 
X1ijkl = ~1 + Ltf + B1j + R1k + LB1ij + LR1ik + BR1jk + 
• 
ell(ijk) for elapsed time, and 
X2ijkl = :U2 + L2i + B2j + R2k + LB2ij + LR2ik + BR2jk + 
. · e21c ijk) for nupiber of EXCPs, 
The t·erm u is the mean. L, B, and R represent the effects 
of location mode,. number of buffers, and replication num-
. . 
._· .· ber. respectively.. LB, LR, and BR represent the the ·inter-
action effects. The term e is the error term.-
The data layout is shown in.Figure 4.14, The.P-ratios. 
computed in the analysis of variance indicate· ·whether'$Jto 
ac~ept or reject the nine hypotheses. The F-ratio is com-
puted from the equations Fk,n = r4Sfactor/MSresidual Where 
MS is the mean square term, k is the degrees of freedom ot 
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·the numerator, and n is the degrees of freedom of.the df!• 
nominator, If a hypothesis i~ true, then Fk,n ~ Fl-a' 
' ,. ... 
where a.is the risk, for example, let a= .05, lf Pk,n> 
' ' 
F1·-a, then Fk,n is cons,,idered si~ifi~ant. Thi~ impliea. · 
1) -
that there is a real difference in the~mean·s of the levels 
. . 
of the specified factor (26) • Thus,·a .significant F~ratio 
t· ' . • • 
for a given parameter indicates_ that there. is a real di'.t- · 
ference in ave;rage elaps·ed· time (or average number of EXCPs) 
• "< 
for different levels of·.·· the parameter. Hence, the appro-
; 
priate hypothesis is rejected. If Fk,n ~ Fl-a' then there 
appears to be no difference between -the means· of the levels 
..,. ... - ' 
and the hypothesis is acc~pted, 
The question ot whether or not·there is·significant 
• 
interaction between two factors may be answered by computing 
F-ratios from the equations Fk,n = MSinteractior/MSresidua1·· 
It Fk n > Fl-a' then t~e F-ratio is significant. The hypo-
' . . 
thesis that there is no interaction between teo factors is 
rejected, If Fk,n ~ Fl-a' then there appears· to be no in-
teraction and the hypothesis is accepted, 
Since the set ot data for each retrieval transaction 
is studied separately, further analysis may be necessary, 
such as removing outliers and performing transformations 
• on the data, Individual study of each data set is necessary 
to determine reasons for the results obtained from the sta-
."'., 
,. tistical analysis. These results are presented in Chapter s • 
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CHAPTER S 
~··· . ' 
... , .. 
,, 
,, 
ANALYSIS.AND RESULTS OF AN EMPIRICAL EXPERIMENT 
. •.. 
· .. , 
In this chapter, a,di.scussion of the-performance data 
collected during the experiment is presented. Statistical· 
. 
,, 
. ~" 
analysis on the performance data enables the analyst to draw 
con~lusions concerning the effects of data base desigri para-
meters on IDMS performance. 
0 
~ 5.1 The Dependent Yariables i .... , ... ' . ,. .. ..... 
. " It is interesting to note that the two dependent vari-
• 
ables (elapsed time and number of EXCPs) are highly cor-
" 
related (Table 5.1). The correlation coefficient is, in 
some instances, as high as .99 •. __ The correlation coefficients 
for the FIND RECORD USING DATABASE-KEY transaction are some-
·-
w ha.t lower than the correlation coe·tficients for the other 
p 
retrieval transactions because the number of EXCPs rarely 
varies :from one EXC~, whereas the elapsed time varies from 
three to nine milliseconds. This variance ip elapsed time 
becomes predominant for the retrieval transaction in which 
number of EXCPs does not vary.I! ..... ~.tius, the correlation 
coeffic·ients for the FIND RECORD USING DATABASE-KEY. are 
lower than for -the other transactions. 
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NUMBER· 
·!·• .•.. 
• .. ,--· ,, 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS 
ILAPSED TIME VERSUS EXCPS 
~ ·' 
.: :::.· 
RETRIEVAL TRANSACTION LOCATION. OP ~ 
' .. 
·-·· ...... -~- .. 
() 
MODE BUFFERS 1 1 l ! .5 
CALG s. .46 .96 • 98· .61 . .. 98 
. CALC 1·0 · .65 ., 9S , -~; ,{ --~ , .98 • 6:, ·.98 
·-, 
CALC "25 • S6 .99 ,97 .86 ,97. 
DIRECT g 5 .29 .99 .98 .62 
.. 
DIRECT 10 • S9 .97 ,97 .11 
• 
. DIRECT ~s ~-63 .84 .89 _,a 
VIA s .,, ,90 ,99 
--
VIA 10 .68 .87 ,99 
---' 
VIA 25 .so .84 ,99 
--
! . 
RETRIEVAL TRANSACTIONS, 
11 FIND RECORD USING DATABASE-KEY 
21 FIND RECORD VIA CUUENT OF SET USING DATA-ITEM 
3• FIND NEXT RECORD\OF AREA 
41 FIND NEXT RECORD OF SET 
5• FIND RECORD (CALC) 
TABLE S.1 
< •' 
., ~ ' ... : 
. ..~ ' 
' ' . _____ .... ---·---~ ..... ,/ "'· 
., 
·.... -~, 
·' \0, 
_ .... l 'I 
\ 
• 
1.:-
• 
I 
·\ 
-·· 
....... 
·"'· 
. Because the two.dependent variables are so.highly cor~· 
related, statistical analysis-on ~he data of one variable 
, __ 
will yield accurate results concerning both variables. 
Elapsed time is selected as the dependeht variable in the · 
analysis because t~e data within each of the nine cells of . 
.... ... ·-. . ~ ' ~ 
. 
- - . ----- -- - . ---- ---- - -------· ·-- ----··· 
-------·--· ----
------""-------··· .. 
each retrieval transaction more closely approximates a nor-
--mal distribution. The nine cells r·epresent the ~nine data 
· base designs studied in the experiment. The elapsed ·time 
. data will be statistically analyzed. Observation ot the EXCP 
\ 
I 
data will yield additional information c~ncerning IDMS per-
formance for each data bas~. design. · 
In a monoprogramming environment, it may not be neces-
sary to collect data in future experiments for both elapsed • 
time per transaction and number ot EXCPs per ·transaction. 
Nevertheless, if EXCP data is available, it reveals the 
amount of paging (input-output operations) required to com• 
plete a· ·transaction. The amount of paging accounts for most 
of ·the elapsed time; that is, the majority of the elapsed ~ 
time is spent in i·nput/output operations. In a multiprogram~ 
ming env:ironment, the two dependent variables probably would 
not be as highly correlated as in a monoprogramming environ-
0 
ment. The results obtained from. running the synthetic bench-
marks in a multiprogramming environment would only be accur-
ate for that one rate of multiprogramming (40). Hence, both 
,, 
elapsed time and number of ~XCPs·would provide useful intor~ 
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mation concerning. the effects .~t data base design par~meters 
.j on IDMS performance. 
-~ . 
' .• 
s. 2 Analysis of FIND RECORD USING -DATABASE-KEY Data 
-
. Observation of the data obtained through this rettieval 
-
-transaction reveals ·th•t·the number of EXCPs is one EXCP tor 
. (:;, appro·ximately 95 per cent of the· data points, There· is n·ever 
more than one EXCP r;equired to complete a transaction of this 
typ~ (Section 4. 8). Histograms of the 100 data points•. whi.ch 
r_epresent 100 replications, for each of the nine data base 
designs reveal three outliers. Three of the 900 data points 
' 
are elapsed times which are quite larger than the remaining 
.. 
897 data points. Because the number of EXCPs is only one 
EXCP for.these three points, it is possible that system tasks 
interfered with. the retrieval task. By excluding each out-
I 
1,.- .. lier from its respective cell, the ·remaining data points 
closely approximate a normal,distribution (as revealed by 
the skewness and kurtosis.values). Th~ three replication 
.· numbers are removed from ·a1l¢'nine sets of data so that the 
group of data.values of record occurrences retrieved,remaina . A . 
. . 
constant for all-sets of options. 
The means and variances for the number of EXCPs . of the· 
97 data points tor each set of -data base design options are 
• 
' listed in Table 5,2. It is, noted that the average number 
' 
I 
of EXCPs in each cell is approximately one EXCP. The means 
anci variances- for e,la,.psed. time of the 9? data point, within 
each cell are listed in Table S, ). The mean elapse.d time 
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NUMBER 
OF 10 
BUPPERS 
'.,. 
2S 
-, 
< ' 
MARGINAL 
MEANS 
I 
) 
'!I: ' 
FIND RECORD USING DA!ABASE-ICEY 
CALO 
·--
M=.98, 
V=.0198 
M=,94 
V•.OS70 
M=.88 
V=.1067 
.94 
LOCATION MODI 
DIRECT VIA 
.. 
.· 
M=.99 M•.96 
V•.0100- V•.0)88 
. 
. 
M•.9S M•.92 
V•.0480 V•.0734 
I 
M•.94 M•.8S 
.. V=.OS70 V=.1288 
~-:. 
II implies Mean 
V implies Variance 
·, .:· 
CELL AND MARGINAL MEANS 
_ - · :'._·;B~C·P ~:,:- Dl!A. 
· TABLE S.2 
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.- _, .. 
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MARGINAL -
DANS 
,98 
.a, 
•. 
- ' 
,. 
r-. J; 
:,:1, 
NUMBER 
OF 
BUFFERS 
FIND RECORD USING DATABASE-KEY 
LOCATION MODE 
' CALC DIRECT VIA 
. 
--
M•2S.J.S7 · M•24. ?-:32 M=24.959· 
' 5 V=49.895 V•42,90? V=6S.144 
. 
M=25.09) M=24 804 M=24.908 
1Q 
V=71.7)1 V•70.326 V=S0.189 
M=26.5)6 M•2S.J61 11=22.7~ 25 
. 
-
MARGINAL 
DANS 25.601 24.94? 24.089 
M implies Mean 
V implies ·"'Variance 
CELL AND MARGINAL MEANS 
ELAe.SED rt1a DA!~ ~.. . ,,j . '.'- \. ' . . -~ '.. ' ... "'._ · • • •. ·.' _·. ; • --~.:·;;:_.~"'.' __ 1 • :: • - :.,, •.·. . 
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TABLE S.3 
100 
\ 
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IARGIN,AL 
. ·nA-NS· .. 
2.5. 010 
24.866·, 
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FIND RECORD USING DATABASE-KEY 
t 
I . 
SOURCE 
OF 
VARIATION -- ·· 
1 
2 
12 
13 
2:, 
RES 
;~. 
DEGREES 
OF 
FREIDQI 
2 
2 
96 
4 
192 
192 
)84 
VARIABLE 11 Location Mode 
VARIABLE 21 Number of Buffers 
VARIABLE )a R,Aeplication Number 
·•J 
.. 
. ·,•• 
F·RATIQ · 
s.21a 
less than 1 
5.864 
2.84J 
4.508 
1.212 
... 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OP VARIANCE 
TABLE S.4 
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varies slightly b,tween · 2) and 25. S ·milliseconds, "~eperiding 
on the data base-design. 
A three-way analysis·. of variance with interactions was 
performed on the elapsed time data for this retr_ieval trar)S-
ac·tiol".1 (Table s. 4). The F-rati·os from the analysis of vari-
-------· -. 
ance are compared to the F-dist~ibution (Table_ s. S). The 
'' .. 
F-ratios· indicate .that location·mode effect and replication 
nwnber effect are significant at the 99 per cent level of 
confidence. However, number of buffers effect is not sig-
. 
nificant. Number of buffers is probably not significant tor 
this transaction because of the way in which record occur• ... \,.,,,..:~ 
• 
rences are randomly- retrieved. Because record occurrences 
are retrieved randomly from the 500 pages of'_the data base, 
the probability of the requested page existing in one of 
S, 10, or 25 buffers is q~ite small. In other words, the 
probability of a selected record occurrence existing in a 
buffer barely increases, although the number of -buffers 
increases from 5 to 25. Thus, one EXCP is U$ually requir~d 
. ' 
for this transaction. · 
·I . -, . , 
All the.interaction effects are significant at the 99. 
per cent level of confidence. Although the number of buffers 
effect is not significant·, the marginal means (Table 5,)) 
indicate that average elapsed time decreases slightly as the 
" . 
. 
- . -number of buffers increases. Concerning location mode, the 
average elapsed tj.me for VIA "location mode is slightly lower 
• 
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m. 25' 
-
F2,192 4.?1 ·:,. 04 2,33 
-.C~ - -· 
---
h-1,.. 
~ 
·-
.,. F --·· 
-4.71 ) .-04 ' 2.3) 2,194 -
. ' 
F2,384 4.61- 3,00 2.)0· 
F2,388 4.61 
.... 
3.00 2.30 
. 
F2,J96 4.61 • 3.00 IA' 2.30 
· F4,)84 ).)2 2.37 1.94 
F4,)88 J.)2 2.)7 1.94 
F4,396 ).)2 2.37 1.94 
-
F96,192 1.48 1.:,2 1.24 
F97,194 1.48 1.32 1.24 
d 
F96,J84 1.36 1.24 1.18 
.. 
F97,388 1.)6 1.24 1.18 
F99,396 1.36 1.24 1 • ,i .. 8 
F192,384 1.2.5 1.17 1.13 
F194,388 1.25 1.17 1.13 L 
~-
F198,396 1.25 .! .17 1.13 
b 
( 
·,i ... ,_. ,: 
., 
T~~LE 5.5 (26) 
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/ 
.. , than for DIRECT location -mode-, which · iri turn, is · slightly ., ... 
lower than for CALC location mode. With VIA location mode, 
the EMPLOYEE record occurrences are gro~ped1 physically.by, 
. 
set· occurrences • Thus , the rec.Ord occurrences are not ran-. 
domly spre~d across all pages of the data base, as they are 
when lOC8rtion· mode is DIRECT. or CALC. Average elapsed time 
for the-retrieval transaction is lower when location mode 
. 
is VIA due to increased probability of the requested page 
existing in the buffers. Elapsed time when location mode is 
CALC may.be slightly higher than when location mode is DIR--
. 
. 
ECT due to -the record occurren_ces being more spread over the. 
data base, thus reducing the probability of a requested p~ge 
existing in the buffers, 
With reference to the hypotheses stated in Section 4,10, 
• 
H1 (the mean elapsed times are the same regardless of ·the 
• 
location mode) is rejected. H2 (the mean number of EXCPs are 
the ~ame· regardless Qf the location mode) is rejected. 
HJ (the mean elapsed times are the sa~e regardless of the 
number of buffers) is accepted.· H4 (the mean number- ot EXCPs 
are the same regard.less o.f the number of buffers) is accepted. 
HS (the mean elapsed times are. the same regardless ot the 
. ,~ '-
· ·replication number) i~ rejected, H6 ( ·the mean number of 
EXCPs are the· same rega.rdless o·f. the replication number) is 
17 
' 
rejected. The hypothesis concerning no.interaction effects_ 
between two factors (H7, H8, H9). are. all _rejected. In 
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conclusion, when retrieving 1 recor_ds with the FIND RECORD US.ING 
DATABASE.-KEY transaction, . it is important to consider loca-
tion m'ode of the record type, but not number of butters. 
5.) Analysis of FIND RECORD VIA.CURRENT OF SET Y§1NG DATA-
. 
. 
ITEM Data-
Observat.ion of the data from __ this transaction reveals . 
.. that the number of- EXCPs required to. compl·ete a transaction 
varies from zero to fourteen EXCPs. Histograms of the 100 
data points, which represent 100 repiications, for each 
. 
. 
· ·o·t the nine data base desig}'.ls reveal .three outliers. Within I • • 
' 
the cell in which each of these three data points exist, the 
skewness and kurtosis values are large due to the effect ot 
. 
. 
one point being quite larger than the remaining 99 points, 
The greater elapsed time may be due system task~ interfering 
with the retrieval task. When these points are· eliminated -
from their respective cells, the skewn~ss and kurtosis val_; 
ues.indicate that the data in each cell resembles a normal 
distribution. These three replication numbers are removed 
from all nine sets of data so that the ,group of data values 
for retrieved record occurrences remains constant for each 
data base design·. 
The means and varianqes for the number ot EXCPs of the 
. 97 data points within each cell are listed in Table S.6 
. 
. 
,, The average number of EXCPs is approximately seven EXCPa 
·g 
when the location mode is CALC, six EXCPs·when.the location· 
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mode -is .DIRECT, , and zero EXCPs when th~ _ ·1oca tion: mode: is 
VIA. The number of EXCPs is zero when location mode is VIA 
~ because,the member record occurrences are physically stored 
' on the same page as. the o,mer record occurrence .. of the set. 
The owner record was I'etrieved through a previous trans-
action, which brought the _page into th~ buffers. The number 
of EXCPs decreases s~igh'tly as -the number of buffer·s.:-in-
• creases. 
The means and variances for the elapsed time for each 
set of data base design options are listed_ in Table S. 1-. 
The mean elapsed time in each cell varies between 12 and 
196 milliseconds. 
A thr.ee-way analysis of variance with interactions was 
'I performed on the elapsed time data for this retrieval trans-
action (~Table S,8). Comparing the F-ratios from the analysis 
of variance to the F-distribution (Table S,5} indicates that 
the effect of location mode is highly significant, whereas 
the effect-of number of buffers is not significant. The 
' effect of replication number is significant. The interaction 
effects between location mode and number of buffers and 
between location mode and replication number are significant • 
. However, the F-ratio for the interaction effect between num~ ' 
. 
,,. . ber of buffers and replication numb.er is not significant. 
With reference to Section 4.10, hypotheses Ht, H2, HS, .. , 
~ . H6, H7, and H8 are all rejected, implyi~g that;there are 
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PIND·RECORD VIA CURRENT OP .. SET USING I>ATA~l!BI 
5 
NUMBER 
OF 10 
BUFFERS 
25 
MARGINAL 
MEANS 
CALC 
LOCATION MODE 
. DIRECT VIA 
-- •r- -----
. .. -
---- . 
---
M=7_.)0 M•6.S2 M•.20 
V•16.J94 V•t?.828 V•.28). 
.,.," . 
M=? .15 M=6.36 M=.20 
V=1S.705 V=17.404 V=.28) 
M•6.8S M=6.0? M=.18 
V=14.856 V=16.086 V•.270 
7.10 6.)2 .19 
~: 
M implies Mean 
V implies Variance 
CELL AND MARGINAL MEANS 
EXOP DATA 
·
1 i'ABLB 5 • 6 
..... · 
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FIND RECORD VI.A.-ClJRRINT,QF SET-QSING DATA-IBI 
. 
LOCATION MODE 
DIRECT 
MARGINAL 
s 
,NUMBER 
OF 10 
BUFFERS 
25 
MARGINAL 
n,Ns 
CALO 
M=196.29 
V=1268S,j 
·M=19S.OS 
V=1161).0 
M=1a:,.aa 
V=105S9.9 
. 
-
191.23· 
F 
VIA 
a, 
.• 
. 
-
M=156.08 M•11.74 
' V=9164.5 J/•47.2 
.I 
M=1S7~49 M•12.)7 
V=10046.1 v~s2.01 
,, 
M=1S9.96 M=14.67 
V=119S6.1 V=47,89 
154.86 1:,. 08 
M implies Mean 
'f;. . 
\ 
V implies Variance 
., 
·,. 
CELL AND MARGINAL MEANS 
ELAPSED TIME DATA 
TABLE S.7 
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- 120 •. 27 . 
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FIND RECORD VIA CURRENT OP SET USING DATA-ITEM·_ 
SOURCE DEGREES 
OF - OF 
YARIATiQtt PREEDOM 
1 ·2. 
2 2 
96 
12 4 
13 192 
23 192 
RES )84 
~ 
" 
' 
VARIABLE 11 Location Mode 
VARIABLE 21 Number of Butters 
VARIABLE 3 • Replication Number 
:P•RA!IQ · 
" --
S371.688 · 
·1esa than 1 
82 •. 940 
4.786 
2).867 
1.071 
.. -
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS.OF VARIANCE 
TABLE 5.8 
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-·- effects. of location mode and replicati·on number, as well as 
interaction effects. Hypotheses HJ and H4 are accepted~ im-
·r-
plying that the elapsed ·time and number of-EXCPs means are 
~he same regardle·ss of ~he number of butters.. Hypothesis H9 
is also a~cepted, implying that the interaction between num-
ber .. of buffers and replication number is not significant. 
Concerning location mode,- elapsed tim~ and number of EXOPs 
for VIA location mode are significantly lower than for DIREC'l' 
. location mode, which, in turn, are sli.ghtly lower th,n· for_-
CALC location mode. 
• 
Because the effect of location mode was so great that it 
may have overshadowed any other effects, three two-way 
. 
analyses of variance were performed. In each two-way analy-
sis of variance, looation mode was. fixed at one of the three 
• 
levels. The two factors are· number of buffers and replica-
tion number. The three two-way analyses of variance (Table 
·-s. 9. > re·veal that number of buffers effect is sign·ificant 
when the location mode is VIA or CALO, but is not signiti-
. ir 
cant when the location mode is DIRECT. However, for CALC · 
location mode,, average e-lapsed t·ime dec~eases as number of 
buffers incr.eases, whereas .. for VIA ·location m_ode, ··a~erage 
• 
elapsed time increases as number of buffers increases. · 
When the location mode is CALC, elapsed ti~e may de• 
.. 
crease as number of buffers increases due to increased 
probability ~f · finding pages in the buffers. However, 
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' ' FIND RECORD VIA CURRENT OP SET USING DATA-ITEM· 9 
LOCATI·ON 
MQDE 
CALO 
DIRECT 
VIA 
SOURCE 
OP 
VARIATION 
1 
2 
RBS 
1 
2 
·DEGREES 
OP 
FREEDOM 
2 
96 
192 
2 
96 
RES 192 
1 
·2. 
RES 
2 
96 
192 
VARIABLE 11 Number ~f Butters 
VARIABLE 21 Replication Number 
P-RATIO 
. 6.470 
49.·399 
.,, 
less than 1 
37.020 
·22. )18 
12.880 
MAftGINA1, DANS 
CALO 5 195.732 
10 194.464 
25 18).49S 
DIRECT s 153 .196 
10 154,433 
25 156.938 
VIA s 11.887 
10 12.371 
25 ,14, 742 
'-, 
' 0 
TABLE .5. 9 ·. 
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• • when the location mode is . VIA, the. probability ot · finding. 
pages in.1:he buffers .does not increase as the·number of 
.. 
,_ buffers increases because the probability is close·to.one 
already. With VIA location mod·e, the record occurrences· to 
be chaine.d through· in search~ng for a particular record 
occurrence usually exist on the same page. Nevertheless, 
• 
C the overhe~d of searching through the buffers may increase 
elaps-ed time as numb.er of buffers increases. 
The results from the analyses of variance·s indicate 
that perhaps H4 and H5,· the hypothes·es that state elapsed . 
· time and number of EXCPs means are the same rega.r.dless ot 
the number of buffers, should be rejected. Perhaps there 
is an effect of number of buffers, but this effect varies with 
different location modes, that is, there is an interaction 
effect between location mode and number of buffers. 
s.4 Anllysis of FINQ NEXT BECORD OF AREA Da:t;a 
. · Observation of the data from this transaction reveals 
. 
that the number of EXCPs per transaction average less than 
one EXCP for each data base design (Table 5.10), although 
the number of EXCPs per transaction was occasionally as high 
"as thirteen EXCPs. The average elapsed time in each of 
the nine cells, representing nine data base designs, is 
less than twenty milliseconds (Table 5.11). 
.. A three-way analysis of variance with interactions·was 
performed on the elapsed time data for this retrieval trans~ 
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. action (Table .5.12). ' . The P-ratios from the ana~ysis· of 
variance indicate that the effects of location mode, number 
. ' 
of buffers, and replication number are all significant at 
the 99 per cent _· level of confidence. The interaction et-
I,. ., 
feet between location mode and number -of buffers is signifi-
' 
cant at the 95 per cent level of confidence. The interac-
tion effect between location mode and replication number 'is 
·significant at the 99 per cent level of confidence, but the 
interaction effect between number of buffers and replica-
-L 
tion number is not significant. 
Although the results in Table 5.io reveal that there is 
absolutely no change in number of EXCPs as the number of 
buffers increases, the results in Table 5.11 reveal that 
there is a change in elapsed time. The average elapsed time 
increases as the number of buffers increases. This may be 
due to increased overhead of searching through all the 
buffers for the~requested page. 
. ~ 
· Concerning location mode, average elapsed time is 
lowest for CALC location mode and highest for DIRECT loca-
tion mode. With reference to Section 4.10, hypotheses Hl 
and H2 (elapsed time and number or EXCPs means are the same 
regardless of location mode) are rejected. Hypotheses HS 
and, H6 ( elapse·d time and nwnber of EXCPs means are the s,me re-
gardless of replication number) are also rejected. Hypothesis 
HJ ( elapsed time means are the same regardless of ·hwnber· of ~ 
_ [ 
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PIND NEXT RECORD OP ARE.A 
. 0 
LOCATION MODE . 
CALO DIRECT VIA 
: 
.M=.20 M=,51 M=.38 
V=.36)6 V=.6767 V•).'7329 
-M=.20 M=.S1 M•.38 
V=.)6)6 V=.676? V=).7329 
-
,. 
M=.20 M=,51 M•.J8 
V=.36:36 V=.6767 V=).7329 
.20 .51 .)8, 
_.M implies Mean 
V implies Variance 
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NUMBER 
OF 10 
BUFFERS 
MARGINAL 
MEANS 
25 
. 
FIND NEXT RECORD·OP·AREA 
LOCATION MODE 
CALC DlRECT VIA 
M=?.29 M=13~94 11•11.35 
V=141.44 V=297.86 V•170~.1) 
• 
'• 
M=?,46 M•14.:,6 M•11.10 
V=1)9,99 V•)10,S4 V=166.S.'11 
.... 
' M•8.02 M•18,10 M=1).J4 
V=174.42 V=?41.14 V=196),lta 
15.47 11.93 
M implies Mean 
V implies Variance 
' CELL AND MARGINA~ MEANS 
ELAPSED TIME DATA 
TABLE S,11 
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MARGINAL 
· MEANS 
10,86 
10.97 
1).1S 
SOURCE 
OF 
VARIATION 
1 
2 
12 
13 
23 
RES 
(. 
/}, 
FIND NEXT RECORD OF ARIA 
DEGREES .. 
10F 
PBIIDOM 
2 
2 
99 
.4 
198 
198 
396 
VARIABLE 11 Location Mode 
VARIABLE 21 N11mber of Buffers 
VARIABLE J• Replication Number 
F-&\TIQ 
161.276 
17.)12 
90.198 
3.256· 
75.255 
less than 1 
RESULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE 
TABLE 5.12 
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.... . . 
number of buffers) is reje'bted, but hypothesis H4 (num.ber of 
EXCPs means are the same rega~dless of number of buffers) is 
. 
accepted. Hypothesis H9 (there is ·no interaction between 
number of buffers ~nd replication number) i·s accepted, but· 
. . 
hypotheses H? and HB ( there is no effect between lo,cation 
mode and replication number) are rejected. In conclusion, 
~here _appears to be an effect on IDMS performance with 
. respect to this retrieval transaction of location.mode, 
number of buffers, and replication number • 
. S, 5 Analysis ·.Of FIND NEXT RECORQ OF SET PA:tA 
Observation o-f the data for this transaction reveals 
that the number of EXCPs per tran~action is consistently 
zero EXCPs for VIA location mode (Table 5,1)). Zero EXCPs 
are required to retrieve a member record occurrence having 
VIA locat·ion ~ode with respect to the se·t being retrieved 
b_ecause the -member record occurrences are stored on the 
same physical page as the owner record occurrence. The 
page was brought.into the buffers at the time that the 
owner record was retrieved. Thus, the page already exists 
in the buffers when the member records are retrieved. The 
average number of EXCPs for DIRECT and CALC location modes 
~ 
is less than one EXCP. Consequently, the average elapsed 
time is approximately· three milliseconds for VIA and be-
tween 22 and 25 milliseconds for CALC and DIRECT 
( Table S .14) • There are two data points in which the 
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elapsed times are quite larger than those of the remai.ning 
898 data points.· Since the ntUn~er of EXCPs req~ired.to re-
trieve these two record occurrences is·not unusually large, 
the large elapsed times may be due to system tasks inter-
·- . 
fering wi ~-h the retrieval task. The replication numbers for 
these two outliers are removed from ea.ch of th'e nine cel:ls 
so tha.t the ~oup of record occurrences retrieved remains 
~the same for all data base designs. 
A three-way analysis of variance was performed for this 
retrieval transaction (Table 5.15). The F-ratios from the 
analysis of variance indicate that the effect ot location 
.. ' 
' 
mode is highly significant. The effect of replication num-
ber is also significant at the 99 per cent level of conti-
• 
dence, but the effect of number of buffers is not significant • 
. 
The interaction effects between location mode and number ot 
buffers and between number of buffers and replication number 
are significant at the 99 per cent level of c'onfidence, but 
the ··interaction effect between location mode and replication 
number is not significant, 
The marginal means for elapsed time (Table S.14) reveal 
that elapsed time does not chang~ as.· the number of buffers 
increases. However, the marginal means for numb.er of EXCPs 
~ 
...... -·~ ··(·'l'ab·le· .... .5-~·-1·3J··indicate that there is a slight decrease in 
,. 
average number of EXCPs as the number of buff.ers increases 
" (with the exception of VIA location mode, with which the 
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FIND ~EXT RECORD OP SET 
CALC 
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I 
·-
M=.94 
V=.057 
' 
, M=.93 
V=.066 
M=.8S 
V=.129 
.91 
' 
LOCATION MODE 
J 
DIRECT VIA 
.. 
---
M•.88 M•O.O 
• 
·-
--V=.107 V•O.O 
M=.85 M=O.O 
-V=.129 V=O.O 
Q 
M=.8J M=<>.O 
V•.i.4:, V=O.O 
.as o.o 
J 
M implies Mean 
V implies Variance 
,, 
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FIND NEXT RECORD OF SET 
·LOCATION MODE ~-
" 
CALC. DIRECT VIA 
--
__ M=24.18 · M=22.93 M=).46 
r;~ 
. 
V=69.06 V=lOl.24· V=2.92 
-· 
M=24.82 11=22.59 M•).28 
V=15.12 V=118.88 V=2·.61 
' 
M=2J.50 M•22.26 M•).43 
V=90.67 V=108.13 V=2.23 
22.59 ).)8 
M implies Mean 
V implies Variance 
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·2 
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2 2· 
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12 4 
13 194 
23 194 
,,. 
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! VARIABLE 11 Location Mode 
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VARIABLE ;1 .Replication Number 
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n~ber of EXCPs ~s· consist:ently zero EX~Ps·· b~cause ·the page 
on which the record occurrences, are stored was loade·d into 
' ',,· . 
' the buffers when . the owner record occurrences was retrieved. 
,, . - . 
Concerning location mode,-average elapsed time and aver-
" 
age _number of EXCPs is _lowest for VIA location mode and 
" 
·highest for CALC location mode. Elapsed time .and num'ber of 
.... 
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· EXCPs for VIA locati,on mode is significantly lower than ;for· ·· · 
. CALC and DIRECT location modes. This is due to set occur-
rences bein~·physically stored together when location mode 
is VIA, but not when location mode is CALC or DIRECT. 
With reference to Section 4.10, hypotheses H1 and H2 
(elapsed time and number of EXCPs means are the same re-
gardless of number of buffers) are. except·ed. Hypotheses 
• 
HS and H6 (elapsed time and number of EXCPs means are the 
same regardless of replication number) are rejected. There 
is an effect of location mode and replication number on 
-IDMS performance with respect to this retrieval transaction. 
There is also an interaction effect ·between location mode 
and replication number, but there is no interaction effect 
between location mode and number of buffers and between 
numbe~-· of buffers and replication number.. Hence, hypothesis 
· HS is accepted and hypotheses H7 and H9 are reje_cted. 
. ......... 
5.6 Analysis 'of FIND RECORD (CALC) Data 
· -This transaction may be used only to retrieve record 
occurrences stored: with CALC location mode. Thus,· there 
t 
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T 
·are only th~ee sets of data base design options involved in 
analysis of this retrieval transaction. Observation of the 
. 
, . . . 1 data for this transaction reveals that the number of EXCPs· 
' 
requir.ed to complete a transac~ion varies from zeroo EXCPs 
to nine EXCPs, although approximately 70 per cent of the 
replications re·quire only one EXCP. The extra EXCPs are 
. ~ 
. 
require~ when the record,occ~rence does-not exist.on the· 
. .... 
·page specified· by the randomizing algorithm, In· this·. case, 
IDMS must chain through· the special CALC pointers until it 
locates the requested record occurrence. When the page 
occupancy is 100 per cent, record types withCALC location 
mode do not fit on the page spec·ified by the randomizing 
algorithm.and must be stored on the closest available,page. 
The average number of EXCPs varies between 1.5 and 1.7 
'·· EXCPs, decreasing slightly as the number of buffers in-
.. 
creases. The average elaps~d time is approximately SO 
milliseconds irregardless of the number of buffers (Table 
.5 .16· ~ Table 5 .17). 
A two-way analysis of variance was performed on the 
elapsed time data for this retrieval transaction··_ (Table 
5.18). The F-ratios indicate that the effect ot replication 
number is significant at the 99 per cent level. of confi-
dence. \'Ii th r·eterence to Section 4.1 O, hypotheses H1, Ha, 
H7°, H8, and H9 do· not apply to tnis transac.tion. Hypotheses 
HJ .and H4 (elapsed time -and number of EXCPs. means· ,are the 
. . ;) 
same regardless of nwnber·of buffers) are accepted. Hy-
· 12) 
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10 . 
M implies Mean 
V implies Variance 
' 
_M=1.70 I 
V=2.48 
.. 
. 
· M•i.64 
V=2,)3 
.. 
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i potheses H.5 and H6 (elapse.d time and number ot EXCPs· in~ans 
are the same regardless of replication number) are rejected. 
, 
'There is an effect of replication numbe~ on IDMS perform-
• 
ance with respect ~o this retrieval transaction, but there 
appears to be _no effect t>f number of buffers· • 
s.1 -Replicat-ion Number Ettect 
One observes that ·the effect of repli~ation number is 
" 
significant for every retrieval ~ransaction studied:. Fur-
ther statistical analysis is necessary in order to deter-
mine why this is so. 
Returning to the FIND RECORD USING DATABASE-KEY trans-
action, one can obtain thf! correlation coefficient for . 
---
elapsed time versus database-key. The correlation coeffi-
cient indicates whether or not elapsed time increases· (or 
decreases·) as the database-key value increases ( or de-
creases).. A sample .of fifty consecutive data points repre-
sentative·of retrieval of fifty record occurrences was 
\ . 
-
sel,act_e~. The correlation .coefficient was computed to be 
.0882, in~~ng that the two variable$ are uncorrelated, 
A scatter plot of elapsed time versus·database-key yal-
ue for these fifty data points (Figure 5.1) reveals that 
elapsed time does not vary with perc.entage of occupancy per 
page either. The percentage of occupancy is less than SO 
per cent for-pages 1 to 118 and for pages 429 to 499. Tne 
percentage of oc.cupancy is greater than SO p·er cent for 
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pages 119 t.o 428 (Figure 4.2). If elapsed time increased 
. . 
as per~entage of occupancy increases, then the scatter_ 
- ~ 
plot would indicate a distribution in which elapsed time 
'increases in the i~terval in which -database-keys vary· from 
· 000256 to -OJ046J, peaks between Oj.0464 and 10982').,, and de-
creases in the -interval in which database-k~ys vary from. 
. . . . \ 
10982~ to 128000, · H_owever-, the scatter plot (Figure s.1-l 
·reveals no such changes in elapsed time as percentage ot 
• occupancy per page varies. 
One can also compare elapsed time to the difference 
between two successive database~keys ·to det_,rmine whether 
I 
or not these two variables are correlate-d, The correlation 
coefficient for the sampl_e __ of fifty data points from the 
• 
FIND RECORD USING ·DATABASE-KEY transaction is .2468, . This 
low corre_lation coefficient indicates that elapse,d time is· 
·not correlated with the difference between successive 
database-keys. 
. . 
· Rather than observing the diff'er,ence between successive 
.- ~ 
database-keys, one can observe the number of cyli~der· bound-
aries crossed on the disc pack in order to retrieve each 
record occurrence. This number ~ay yield useful informa-
' 
tion with· respect, to -changes . in -elapsed time because the arm 
. . 
of the disc drive moves only when it is necessary to cross .. · 
~ 
a cylinder boundary. ' The number of cylinder boundaries 
crossed per transaction is determined from-the values of 
1)0 
' .( 
• 
-. 
' . 
. r 
• 
-• 
• 
• 
.. 
.. 
·• 
" 
• 
,. . 
,, . 
successive database-keys. A sample 01 fifty data points 
from the FIND RECORD USING DATA'B~SE-KEY ·transaction reveals 
. . .. J . . . .. · ... 
that the number of cylinder boundaries cros~ed per trans-
. action varies from zero to :f'i ve cyl·inder bo.undaries. Al· . 
though the variation in elaps.ed time is not great, there 
. . 
is evidence of an increase ·1n elapsed time ~s the numb·er of 
,. 
cylinder boundaries increases (~able .5, 20) • Th~s may· ac- · 
count' for some of the effect on IDf4S performance. o:f' repli-
cation number. In general, the ;results of these analyses 
yield inconclusive reasons for the signi·ficant effect· ot 
replication number on IDMS performan~e. ·1t would be more· 
difficult to analyze data from other re.trieval transac-
tions in which more th~n one BXC_P .is · r_equired because re-. . 
. trieval of a record occurrence ·involves additional paging 
and disc arm movement. 
s.a summaa 
In summary, location·mode effect and replication num-
ber· effect are s,.gnificant for all the retrieval transac-
tions studied. Number of buffe·rs is usually not signifi-
cant for the controlled situation presented in the experi-
ment. Ther is also evidence·of j.nteraction effects between 
teo factors. 
The effe·ct of location mode varies with the retrieval 
transaction. The rankings of the three location modes for 
each transaction (Table 5.19) indi~ate ~,hat VIA location 
mode·' yields the lowe$·t pertormanc.e time for three transac-
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NUl'ABER OF 
CYLINDER·BOUNDARIES 
CROSSED DURING 
· TRANSACTION 
0 
1 
2 
4 
s 
rJ .. 
p ' 
LOWEST HIGHEST 
ELAPSED TIME ELAPSED.TIME 
1J 
19 
19 
19 
26 
26 
. 3) 
J6 
JJ 
J6 
)6 
J6 
<, 
\~. 
AVERAGE 
ELAfSEP .. ·· TlN~ 
24 
26 
2S 
27 
28 
)0 
ELAPSED TIME DATA WITH RESPECT TO NUMBER OF CYLINDER 
. BOUNDARIES CROSSED DURING A·TRANSACTION, BASED ON A 
• 
SAiv7PLE OF FIFTY DATA POINTS FROM THE FlND RECORD US-
ING DATABASE-KEY TRANSACTION 
TABLE 5.20 
. 1)2 
• 
-
' 
• ol 
' 
• 
• 
·,': ' .. '·,., ;\;.' ... -~ .. ,•. 
• 
• 
,. 
t 
.-·' '/ 
'
1 
,fl 
..... 
tions and CALC yields the lowest performance time .-·tor one 
transaction. The ranking ord~r ( 1, 2, J l varies with the 
. . 
retrieval transaction. 
I~ future experiments, ,number of buffers could ~be held 
. . .. / ' 
constant, but the number of buffers should be. at· least five · 
buffers. IDMS performance·was not studied with respect to 
~ I 
' • . 7' I 
less than five buffers. . Because elapsed time varies with-
. replication number, many record occurrences should be re-
trieved so that the sample average,. as well as individual 
data points, may be studied. The.record occurrences should 
be re·trieved from Yarious parts of the data base in order 
to obtain a represenative sample. If future experimenta-
tion, the analyst must also consider interaction effects 
between different data base design parameters • 
• 
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CHAPTER 6 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
The current trend within businesses ·1s toward shared 
data.bases,· that is, data pools that are accessed by many 
. user applications. The problems of creating and maintain-l, ' 
' 
ing a shared data base are complicated by the fa-ct that, 
in a shared environment, a data base must be a com~ro~ 
mise between the needs of the various users. Thus, data 
. base design of the shared data bas·e requires ·much thought. 
A method for choosing the optimum data .. base design. with 
• 
respect to the objectives of the application system would 
be a great aid to the data base designer. 
The goal of this thesis was· to·identify pertinent 
criteria· for consideration in analyzing data base designs 
tor.·a specific measure of performance. This goal has 
been met with a generalized procedure for analyzing.data 
base design parameters. The procedure involves• 
11• building a sample data· base, 
2. accessing the data base through tran$actions, 
J, collecting data on the elapsed time and number 
of input/output requests · per transa.ction,· 
. 4. ·;statistically. analyzing the data':., 
1)4 
• 
, 
!. 
•·· , 
-
-·.. ... 
. .  
• 
·,, 
'· 
s. dr~wing conclusions concerning the effect. of various 
data base design parameters on GDBMS performance. 
The procedure employs synthetic benchmarks to .. access ·the 
,· 
data. Synthetic benchmarks are computer programs containing. 
transacti.ons. rep~esentative of a :future workload, which are 
actually run on the _configuration studied, Elapsed ~ime and 
• 
number of input/output reqyests are the measures of perform- · 
~pee. Data on these variables are collected by performance 
monitoring. IDMS transactions are monitored as they acce~s 
the data base. The effect of a data base design parameter on 
.. 
GDBMS performance is reported through the formula.tion of 
histograms, means, and analyses of variance~ 
The conclusions drawn from the results.of the statis-
tical analysis indicate whether or not a specific data base 
design parameter is pertinent to efficient GDBMS perform-
.. ance. If the parameter is pertinent to efficient GDBMS 
performance, the results may indicate which option of the 
parameter yiel.ds the best performance for a given trans-
action ( i. ·e. , lowest elapsed time and fewest input/output· 
operations), If the parameter is not pertinent to GDBMS 
performance, then the. data base.designer may se~ the 
. . 
parameter at any ot·its option values without affecting 
performance, 
• 
The proced~re presented in this thesis could be per-
formed by ~n analyst f~r the general case or by. a data base 
• 
1)5 
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• 
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• 
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. designer · tor th~ specific application case •. · The procedure 
may be applied to many situations which require·analyzing 
data base desiglls. If it is determin.ed that a parameter has 
no effect on performance,. it can be held constant in future , 
experimentation. By repeating the procedure for various_ 
pal"ameters, the analyst or data base desigRer can obtain 
useful information concerning o·oBMS performance ·relative 
to data base designs.· This information is a great aid to 
data base designers. Knowing future applications, ·and thus, 
transactions, the data base designer can_determine which 
options of the data base design parameters will yield the 
best GDBM3 performance with respect to these transactions • 
. 
A specific example· of the generaliz·ed procedure was 
described in detail in this thesis. Integrated Data Manag,-
ment System (IDMS) was the GDBMS studied. IDMS is an 
implementation of a subset of the'CODASYL Data Base ·Task 
Gr~up- design proposal, A data base which was representa- · 
tive of a typical network data structure. was constructed, 
The data base was repeatedly accessed with retrieval trans-
,· 
actions while performance data was collected. The data base 
design parameters that were evalua.ted in the . experiment are 
q 
. location mode and number of buffers. 
Statistical analysis of the performance data revealed 
that location mode significantly affects IOMS performance 
with respect to all retrieval transactions. Thus, a data 
base designer s·hould carefully· consider which option to 
6 1)6 
• 
• 
-
. . 
• 
r 
l1 
·• I 
• 
select for the location mode or·each·record type. For some 
. . 
retrieval transactions, Via location mode resulted in the 
' best performance (i.e., lowest average elapsed time per 
transaction type) ( Table S .19) • For one retrieval transac-
tion, CALC loca'tiqn mode resul te~ in the best performance. 
Analysis also re-vealed that number of buffers usually 
. 
' does not signifi~antly affect p·erformance, . However, in 
. 
. 
' ( 
some instances, any effect of number of buffers may·have 
been overshadowed by the strong effect of location mode. 
t,There is also an effect on IDMS performance ot 
replication number; Replication number is a means of 
identifying the i~ reco~d occurrenoe·retrieved by a given 
transaction type. No .conclusions were reached as to exactly 
what is the cause of this effect, Likewise, no conclusive 
evidence was found 0 for the interaction effects between two 
of the three independent variables. Analyses of variance 
results indicate that there are interaction·etf'ects which 
influence 1nr.1s performance. · Hence, ·in drawing conclusions 
concerning the effects of data base design, .parameters on 
-
. GDBlr1S performance, the analyst must also consider inter• 
action e·tfects between parameters. 
Research in the-area of GDBMS performance versus data 
b·ase designs is at an initial stage, A great d~al of 
• 
research remains to be done in this area in order to pro-
vide guidelines for the de~,igner of a shared data base. ~ 
. t 
• 
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Within any ·anBi1s, there are controllable parameters whic_h 
' . 
affect both. ·the ·logical structure and. the physical structure 
or the data base. Examples or these parameters are set 
linkage, set membership type, location mode·, and page s·ize. 
Parameters affecting the-data base·as a whole include per-
' 
centage of occupancy and _order .of entry of ~~-~~ in_tQ_,th,_ 
data base.· 
Another important factor to consider is how GDBl4S per-
. formance varies as . the data base is ma.intained. What is 
the effect on performance of adding, ·deleting, and.changing 
• 
record occurrences and set occurrences? An ~alyst could 
compare performance results obtained through retrieval 
•• > 
transactions on the same data base after var.ious amounts 
of maintenanc-e have taken place. 
An analyst could study whether or not the complexity 
of the data structure affects GDBMS performance. One could 
repeat the procedure of th,is thes,is using. a small data struc-
. ' 
ture (e.g., three .,set relationships) and again using a large 
data structure (e.g., twenty set relationships), The number 
of record occurrences and amount of data could also be 
varied. One could co~pare performance with respect to a· data 
base having one-hundred record occurrences per record type 
to a data base having ten recor~ occurrences per record type. 
Since research in the field of.GDBMS performance is 
r·elati vely .new, there ~re many. experiments which could be 
1J8 
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performed, of which a few examples have. b·een suggeste4~·. 
,, 
" 
The results of the experimentation will provide guideline~ 
for the data base designer, which will aid in the selec-
tion of an optimum data base design for all the applica- 1 
tions. 
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